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Abstract 

Deciphering Principles Governing Retinotectal Synaptic Specificity 

Nicole Tsai 

Humans are often described as visual creatures as we heavily rely on our vision to perceive and 

navigate the world around us. Proper visual system function requires that each individual neuron 

to precisely identify and connect to its respective synaptic partners out of the billions of other 

neurons in the nervous system. My thesis work uses the mouse visual system to understand the 

developmental organization of synaptic networks and the function of the neural circuits that 

underlie sight.   

First, I mapped circuits formed from retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) to the superior 

colliculus (SC) using a novel sequencing-based circuit discovery technique. The technique, 

named Trans-Seq, is able to anterogradely map neural circuits from genetically defined starter 

neurons. I used Trans-Seq to classify SC neuron types innervated by genetically defined RGC 

types. Alpha-RGCs (αRGCs), but not On-Off Direction-Selective Ganglion Cells (ooDSGCs), 

were found to connect to Nephronectin-positive wide-field neurons (NPWFs). This connection 

was validated using genetic labeling, electrophysiology, and retrograde tracing. I then identified 

the extracellular matrix protein Nephronectin as a determinant for selective synaptic choice from 

αRGC to NPWFs via binding to Integrin-α8β1. Experiments deleting Npnt in the SC and Itgα8 in 

RGCs suggested that Itgα8β1 expressed by αRGCs mediates proper αRGC axonal targeting and 

synapse formation by binding to Npnt deposited in the SC.  

Next, to generate quantitative molecular circuit maps of retinotectal connectivity, I have 

built upon Trans-Seq and superimposed anterograde tracing information on top of transcript 

information from multiplexed error-robust fluorescence in situ hybridization (MERFISH). I have 
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established a limited retinotectal map linking genetically defined RGC types to SC neuron types 

by revealing the spatial connectivity patterns across multiple retinotectal pairs.  Gene imputation 

additionally revealed rich information surrounding the molecular cues responsible for forming 

these circuits, offering candidates to test for future mechanistic inquiries. Taken together, these 

data reveal the architecture of retinotectal circuits and how molecular cues ensure wiring 

specificity in the visual system. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 

The mammalian nervous system is comprised of billions of neurons that form synaptic 

connections. The precise wiring of these connections gives rise to our ability to perceive the 

outside world and to cognitive processes such as attention, memory, and reasoning. The visual 

system serves a powerful model to investigate the principles guiding the neural circuit wiring1; 

taking the first synapse formed from the retina to the brain as an example, different types of 

retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) extend long axons to retinorecipient areas, namely the superficial 

superior colliculus (SC) and lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), which receive the majority of 

RGC input. Past studies in the SC have yielded significant insights into the cellular and 

molecular mechanisms regulating circuit formation. Namely, it is now known that RGC subtypes 

encode distinct visual features to distinct sublamina in the SC (called the tectum in 

nonmammalian vertebrates) across many species2-4, and that molecular cues innate to the SC 

have been shown in zebrafish5,6 and chick tectum7-10 to be responsible for guiding RGC axons to 

their appropriate sublaminae. However, though the laminar organization of RGC axons has been 

well characterized, it is still not known what neuronal partners within each sublamina of the SC11 

are connected to each RGC subtype. Moreover, the molecular cues present in mammalian SC to 

guide RGC axons to their appropriate sublaminae remain unknown. To this end, this thesis 

makes a foray into both mapping and understanding the cues needed to guide RGCs to form their 

proper connections within the brain.   

Vision and the Retina  

Visual processing starts at the retina, a thin layer of tissue lining the interior of the eye. The 

retina converts light information from the outside world to electrical signals, processes visual 

information, and transmits these electrical signals to the brain for interpretation. There are five 
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major neuronal types within the retina: Photoreceptors, the light detectors of the retina; three 

types of interneurons, horizontal cells, bipolar cells, amacrine cells, which receive and process 

signals from photoreceptors; and retinal ganglion cells, the final output neurons from the retina 

which receive the processed signals from interneurons and transmit these visual signals from the 

eye to the brain. 

The Diversity of Retinal Ganglion Cell Types 

Retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) as with other neuronal cell types, can classified by their 

morphology, response properties to light, and by the molecules they express. Efforts using 

molecular markers to classify RGCs has seen a surge in progress owing to the advent of single-

cell sequencing technologies. There are a putative ~40 molecularly defined RGC types in adult 

mouse based on recent studies, and there has been a surge in efforts to link these molecularly 

defined cell types to morphology and electrophysiology.  

The striking diversity of RGC types has been explained by the prevailing idea that each 

RGC acts as a feature detector, responding to different features of a stimulus by integrating 

visual information from parallel retinal circuits. For example, alpha RGCs (αRGCs) which 

characteristically possess large cell bodies and monostratified, large dendritic fields can be sub-

classified to three or four subtypes based on their responses to light: ON sustained αRGCs fire 

repetitively after being activated by a brief light onset whereas ON transient αRGCs fire 

transiently; and OFF sustained αRGCs fire repetitively after a light decrement, whereas OFF 

transient αRGCs fire transiently. As different RGCs detect different features of a stimulus, each 

type connects to a different repertoire of synaptic targets in brain. The dominant retinorecipient 

region in rodents, as well as other non-primates, is the superior colliculus. 
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The Superior Colliculus 

As a sensory integration hub, the SC is responsible for integrating visual, auditory, and 

somatosensory stimuli to initiate movement. Within the retinoreceipient layer of the SC, the 

stratum griseum superficiale (SGS), three distinct excitatory neuronal cells types— wide-field, 

narrow-field, stellate cells, as well as inhibitory horizontal cells— have been identified and 

characterized by morphology and physiology12. Notably, these cells also form distinct 

sublaminae in the SC11. Wide-field cells, which possess large receptive fields, are labelled by the 

mouse line Ntsr1-GN209-Cre and are located within the deep sublamina of the SGS. Narrow-

field cells have small receptive fields and were shown to be often direction selective, are labelled 

by Grp-KH288-Cre and are located in a sublamina superficial to the wide-field cells. Stellate 

cells, which are located in the in the most superficial sublamina of the SC, possess small 

receptive fields; the transgenic line Rorb-Cre is used to label stellate cells, but also labels 

narrow-field and horizontal cells. Finally, the inhibitory horizontal cells possess a large receptive 

field size and are labelled by the mouse line Gad2-Cre.  

Matching this spatial segregation through lamination, the axonal arbors of functionally 

distinct RGC subtypes are similarly stereotyped and restricted to specific sublaminae2,11,13-15. 

This patterning suggests some functional underpinning; In general, it has been shown that RGC 

subtypes with large dendritic fields and axonal arbors project to lower SGS lamina3. For 

example, On-Off direction-selective ganglion cells (ooDSGCs) project to the upper SGS, while 

alpha RGCs (αRGCs) project to a separate sublamina in the lower SGS.  

What molecular cues are responsible for retinal ganglion cell axons into their respective 

SC lamina in mammals remains unknown16. However, prior work in nonmammals such as 

zebrafish and chick tectum has shown that extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins prepattern lamina 
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to guide axons into their target layers or restrict them from neighboring layers; for example, 

basement-membrane bound Slit1 has been shown to be important for laminar RGC axon 

targeting in zebrafish5. Furthermore, ECM proteins such as tenascin-R17, versican10, and nel8 

have been shown to be laminarly expressed within zebrafish and chick tectum and function to 

inhibit retinal axon outgrowth in vitro.  

Description of Research 

The overarching objective of my thesis work was to map the circuits formed between RGC and 

SC neurons and to identify the role of molecular cues on the formation of these circuits. In order 

to obtain a molecular handle of RGC-connected SC neurons, I first focused on identifying all 

RGC-connected neurons through anterograde transsynaptic tracing coupled with single-cell RNA 

sequencing. I describe the development of a novel anterograde transsynaptic tracer based on 

wheat-germ agglutinin (WGA) used for this purpose at the start of Chapter 2 of this thesis. I then 

present the results of this sequencing-based circuit tracing technique to map RGC-SC neuron 

connections. Lastly, a notable observation was that many of these markers encoded extracellular 

molecules including known axon guidance cues and synapse-organizing adhesion molecules; 

therefore, we investigated the extracellular matrix protein nephronectin (Npnt) for its role in 

axon targeting and selective synapse formation.   
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Chapter 2 - Trans-Seq maps a selective mammalian retinotectal 

synapse instructed by Nephronectin 

Abstract 

The mouse visual system serves as an accessible model to understand mammalian circuit wiring. 

Despite rich knowledge in retinal circuits, the long-range connectivity map from distinct retinal 

ganglion cell (RGC) types to diverse brain neuron types remains unknown. Here we developed 

an integrated approach, named Trans-Seq, to map RGC to superior collicular (SC) circuits. 

Trans-Seq combines a fluorescent anterograde transsynaptic tracer, consisting of codon-

optimized wheat germ agglutinin fused to mCherry, with single-cell RNA Sequencing. We used 

Trans-Seq to classify SC neuron types innervated by genetically-defined RGC types and 

predicted a neuronal pair from αRGCs to Nephronectin-positive wide-field neurons (NPWFs). 

We validated this connection using genetic labeling, electrophysiology, and retrograde tracing. 

We then utilized transcriptomic data from Trans-Seq to identify Nephronectin as a determinant 

for selective synaptic choice from αRGC to NPWFs via binding to Integrin-α8β1. The Trans-Seq 

approach can be broadly applied for postsynaptic circuit discovery from genetically-defined 

presynaptic neurons. 

 

Introduction 

Precise neural circuit assembly is necessary for the brain to process complex sensory information 

and produce proper behaviors. While significant progress has been made on classifying 

mammalian neuronal types, there is a lack of systematic methods to map long-range synaptic 

connections and decode the underlying molecular determinants of such connectivity. Efforts to 

comprehensively map neural circuits have been fruitful in invertebrate systems through cataloging 
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neuronal cell types and then leveraging cell identity to trace circuits22. Similar approaches to 

understanding mammalian brain circuit assembly remain challenging. The development of neuron 

type-specific Cre driver mouse lines23 offers direct genetic access to neuronal types of interests. 

The critical next step is to utilize these tools to understand how diverse neuronal types are 

interconnected and to elucidate cellular and molecular mechanisms underlying synaptic partner 

choice24. The mouse visual pathway represents one of the most established models to understand 

the wiring principles of the mammalian circuits. There is close-to-complete molecular profiling 

and genetic marking for RGCs, representing distinct neuronal morphologies and visual features25. 

The integration of genetic labeling of RGC types with optogenetic reagents and high-resolution 

imaging approaches26 has led to significant insights into the collective input from diverse 

interneurons onto individual RGC types27. In contrast, although retinotectal connections represent 

one of the most conserved circuits28, little is known regarding the connectivity map from distinct 

RGC types onto SC cell types. The enriched genetic access to RGC types provides knowledge on 

axonal projection patterns15; it is also suitable to develop a genetically encoded anterograde tracing 

method to map retinotectal connectivity at single-neuron type resolution. Using such a system, we 

established a system to understand what the targets of a given neuron type are; and how 

connections are determined in the mammalian brain. 

One of the major challenges in mammalian circuit mapping is to efficiently decode the 

complexity of circuit connectivity over long distances. To this end, viral tracing tools have enabled 

direct access to distinct neuron types and allowed functional manipulation of neurons along with 

each relay of a given neural circuit. While pseudo-typed monosynaptic rabies viruses have proven 

invaluable for retrograde tracing29, efficient anterograde transsynaptic tracers remain limited. 

Modern anterograde tracers include H129-HSV30 and adeno-associated-virus (AAV) serotype 1 
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encoding a Cre recombinase31. However, each possesses limitations: neuronal cytotoxicity from 

H129-HSV complicates functional studies, such as electrophysiological characterizations, and the 

large HSV-genome size also makes it difficult to work with. In contrast, AAV1 has a smaller 

genome to handle but is not compatible with Cre-driver line-based circuit tracing. A high-

resolution anterograde tracing system is desired from genetically or regionally defined presynaptic 

neurons, with the following features: (1) to be single-component and can be conveniently delivered 

using standard viral vectors; (2) to be conjugated to a fluorescent protein so that connected neurons 

can be characterized via live-imaging; (3) to specifically and efficiently label monosynaptically 

connected postsynaptic partners; and (4) to allow isolation and subsequent profiling of the 

connected neurons. 

We established a system named Trans-Seq, which offers a generalizable framework to 

conduct anterograde transsynaptic circuit mapping at the neuron-type resolution, and a step-wise 

protocol to decode molecular cues governing neuronal partner choice in parallel. Trans-Seq 

integrates the following components. First, we screened for a fluorescent transsynaptic tracer in 

vivo based on wheat germ agglutinin (WGA), and obtained an optimized configuration, mWGA-

mCherry (mWmC) meeting the criteria above. mWmC allowed efficient and specific 

monosynaptic anterograde tracing in multiple retinal and brain circuits. The mWmC tracer marks 

postsynaptic neurons with perisomatic fluorescence, enabling direct electrophysiology validations 

of connectivity, representing a significant improvement over conventional WGA-based tracers32,33. 

Second, the faithful anterograde transsynaptic properties of mWmC enable isolation and 

transcriptional profiling of individual postsynaptic partners. We applied Trans-Seq to investigate 

mouse retinotectal connections at single-neuron type resolution28. By applying mWmC to all 

retinal ganglion cells (RGCs), Trans-Seq allowed the classification of retinorecipient neuron types 
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in the SC. Third, we identified distinct input patterns onto these SC recipient neurons by 

conducting differential Trans-Seq from two distinct RGC subclasses34. We identified a specific 

synaptic connection from αRGCs to Nephronectin-positive wide-field neurons (NPWFs) through 

such characterizations and comparisons. This synaptic pair was subsequently validated using 

genetic labeling, electrophysiology, and retrograde tracing. Last, we revealed, using Trans-Seq 

transcriptomics data, that the synaptic pair is formed via interactions between presynaptic Integrin-

α8β119 and postsynaptic Nephronectin. Nephronectin is the first cue discovered in mammalian SC 

to confer retinal axon sublaminar choice. These results demonstrate how Trans-Seq efficiently 

maps long-range synaptic connections at the neuron-type resolution and simultaneously captures 

molecular determinants for synaptic specificity, offering a new avenue to decode mammalian 

circuits.  

Results 

A genetically encoded fluorescent tracer for anterograde neuron mapping  

We sought to re-engineer WGA32 as a genetically encoded reagent delivered through adeno-

associated-viruses (AAVs). WGA and its closely related lectins exhibit anterograde transsynaptic 

transfer35 with the caveat that the plant-derived original WGA tracer, when applied as a protein, 

exhibits retrograde transfer, likely through axonal uptake, and the anterograde transfer can be 

polysynaptic32,36. We took a stepwise approach to re-engineer a monosynaptic anterograde tracer 

and tested its anterograde and monosynaptic properties in vivo.   

First, we synthesized a mammalian codon-optimized cDNA (mWGA) to improve WGA 

expression in mammalian neurons. Second, we examined whether the fusion of a fluorescent 

protein onto either the N- or C- terminus of mWGA allows direct visualization of connected 

neurons (Extended Data Fig. 2.2.1a, b). Third, to maximize compatibility with existing GFP lines 
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for RGC types25 and identify efficient fluorescent protein fusion configurations, we generated 

mWGA constructs fused to red fluorescent protein (RFP) variants, including mCherry, mRuby3, 

and tdTomato (Extended Data Fig. 2.1a, c). We then tested the anterograde transferring efficiencies. 

AAV2 vectors expressing mWGA-RFPs were delivered into the left eyes (Fig. 2.1a), and the 

transduction of major RGC subclasses was confirmed (Fig. 2.1c, d, and Extended Data Fig. 2.1m-

q). AAV2 demonstrates its tropism towards RGCs and excludes infection of inner retinal neurons. 

We evaluated anterograde transfer efficiency by assessing the number of RFP+ neurons on the 

contralateral SC using native fluorescence (Fig. 2.1e, f, Extended Data Fig. 2.1e-h). In acute SC 

slices, we found that the mWGA-mCherry (mWmC) construct resulted in higher anterograde 

transfer efficiency than mCherry-mWGA under the same experimental conditions (Extended Data 

Fig. 2.1a-b). Furthermore, among the panel of C-terminal fused RFP variants tested, mWmC 

resulted in a multi-fold higher efficiency than other RFP variants (Extended Data Fig. 2.1a, c-h). 

mWmC anterograde transfer predominantly labeled SC neurons and few astrocytes in 

retinorecipient regions (Extended Data Fig. 2.1v-x). The live-fluorescent signals were evident in 

retinorecipient regions, such as the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (Extended Data Fig. 2.1r, s) 

in addition to the SC (Extended Data Fig. 2.1t, u). In contrast, such signals were absent in di-

synaptic regions from RGCs, such as the primary visual cortex (V1) and the lateral posterior 

thalamic nucleus (LP) (Extended Data Fig. 2.1u, s). The restricted fluorescent signals to 

retinorecipient regions suggest that mWmC transfer primarily occurs via monosynaptic transfer. 

 

Monosynaptic connections revealed by mWmC coupled with functional testing 

We utilized whole-cell recordings to test whether mWmC-positive SC neurons receive direct 

synaptic inputs from RGCs. We co-administered two AAVs, encoding ChR2-YFP and mWmC into 
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the left eye through intraocular injections (Fig. 2.1g) and identified bright perisomatic mWmC 

(red) signals transfer in the SC at four weeks post-injection (wpi) (Fig. 2.1h). Using red 

fluorescence as a guide for targeting connected cells, we detected excitatory postsynaptic currents 

(EPSCs) in response to 2ms blue-light excitation, with an onset latency of 2.2±0.2ms, suggesting 

these neurons receive monosynaptic RGC inputs (Fig. 2.1i, l). The evoked EPSCs persisted in the 

presence of TTX and 4-AP but were blocked by CNQX and APV, confirming that the synaptic 

connections were monosynaptic and glutamatergic (Fig. 2.1j, k). To test the efficiency and 

specificity of the anterograde transfer, we recorded from mWmC-positive neurons and compared 

their properties with neighboring mWmC-negative neurons. We found that 93% of mWmC-

positive neurons received monosynaptic inputs, but only 5% of mWmC-negative neurons did so 

(Fig. 2.1m). These mWmC-positive SC neurons exhibited similar intrinsic properties as their 

mWmC-negative neighboring neurons, such as resting membrane potentials and firing properties 

at 4wpi (Extended Data Fig. 2.1i-l). In summary, the mWmC tracer allows for direct detection of 

SC neurons postsynaptic to RGC starters, with low cytotoxicity in vivo. 

 

Lysosomal mWmC-enrichment for efficient anterograde transsynaptic labeling 

mWmC yielded the brightest fluorescent labeling of recipient cells in a perisomatic fashion (Fig. 

2.1f, h). In comparison, prior tracer configurations based on WGA exhibit signal diffusivity and 

label regions outside of the cell soma. A proposed explanation for the enriched perisomatic 

fluorescence in mWmC is mCherry's resistance to degradation: mCherry possesses a low pKa 

that retains its fluorescence properties under the acidic pH in the late endosomes and lysosomes 

(unlike the higher pKa of other RFPs in Extended Data Fig 1a). Moreover, mCherry accumulates 

in lysosomes because it resists lysosomal protease degradation37. To test this hypothesis, we 
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compared AAV-mWmC to WGA configurations previously used in literature for transsynaptic 

tracing: WGA-protein conjugated with Alexa-555, and AAV-encoding C-terminus truncated 

WGA (ctt-WGA) cDNA. We injected these tracers into the retina and imaged postsynaptic cells 

in the SC. We observed significantly higher enrichment of mWmC within lysosomes (Lamp1) 

but not in prior WGA configurations. The enrichment of mCherry in the lysosomes of the 

recipient neurons (Fig. 2.2e-g) led to signal enhancement of mWmC, thereby serving as a high-

threshold filter for detection of mono-synaptic recipient neurons. Similarly, the lysosomal 

enrichment of mWmC in primary recipient neurons will not escape into the next neuronal relay, 

such as from the SC onto the thalamic LP neurons (Extended Data Fig. 2.1s). This distinct 

lysosomal enrichment serves as a hallmark for mWmC, ensuring efficient and specific detection 

of monosynaptically connected neurons.  

  

Genetically encoded mWmC with a minimal retrograde spread  

We next investigated the specificity and directionality of mWmC transfer using well-

characterized driver lines to mark individual neuronal subsets, such as direction-selective circuits 

(Fig. 2.3a). Following the introduction of mWmC into Starburst Amacrine Cells (SACs), we 

detected robust anterograde and monosynaptic transfer into On-Off Direction Selective Ganglion 

Cells (ooDSGCs) (Fig. 2.3a, b, g). We did not detect retrograde transfer of mWmC onto the inner 

nuclear layer (INL) cells (Fig. 2.3c, g). When we applied the mWmC tracer onto ooDSGCs as 

starter neurons (Fig. 2.3d, e). We did not detect significant retrograde spread of mWmC from 

RGCs onto SACs or other interneurons (Fig. 2.3f, Extended Data Fig. 2.2a-g). The restriction of 

mWmC transfer from SACs to ooDSGCs is notable as the synaptic contacts between SACs and 

ooDSGCs are highly mixed with other neurons in the same neuropil38. Next, we applied mWmC 
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to SC neurons, postsynaptic to RGCs and presynaptic to neurons in the thalamic LP. We 

compared AAV-mWmC to tracer configurations based on WGA previously used in literature for 

transsynaptic tracing: WGA-protein conjugated with Alexa-55539 and AAV-encoding ctt-WGA 

cDNA32. Purified WGA isolectins exhibit bidirectional transfer. Each tracer was injected into the 

SC as starter cells (Extended Data Fig. 2.2h-k)32,33,36. All tracers exhibited efficient anterograde 

transfer from the SC to downstream targets, such as LP of the thalamus. In contrast, each tracer 

displayed different patterns of retrograde labeling back to the retina. WGA-conjugated dye led to 

bright RGC labeling, likely due to axonal uptake of the protein by RGCs (Extended Data Fig. 

2.2i). Similarly, injecting AAV expressing ctt-WGA cDNA or mWmC into the SC resulted in 

intense labeling of RGCs, likely due to WGA expression from internalized AAV following 

uptake by RGC axon terminals (Extended Data Fig. 2.2j,k). We detected weaker WGA-stained 

RGCs at the lower-level expression in addition to bright signals from primary axonal uptake, 

suggesting retrograde transfer of protein from SC to RGCs (Extended Data Fig. 2.2j, k). 

Importantly, such a low level of retrograde transfer was significantly reduced in the AAV-mWmC 

configuration (Extended Data Fig 2l, m).  Furthermore, when we introduced Cre-dependent 

mWmC into excitatory SC neurons (vGlut2-Cre positive) as starter neurons (Fig. 2.3h, j), the 

Cre-dependent genetic control of mWmC expression in starter neurons greatly reduced ectopic 

expression due to retrograde axonal uptake of AAVs (Extended Data Fig. 2.2n). We detected 

limited if any retrograde spread of mWmC from the SC to RGCs (Fig. 2.3i). In the same 

experimental preparation, we detected robust SC anterograde transfer onto the LP of the 

thalamus (Fig. 2.3k). The normalized ratios of anterograde versus retrograde transfer of each 

tracer were quantified in the RGC-SC-LP circuit (Fig. 2.3l). In summary, mWmC exhibited 

primarily anterograde transfer but limited, if any, retrograde spread.  
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mWmC-mediated anterograde tracing across different brain regions 

Beyond the visual pathways, we performed anterograde transsynaptic tracing from several brain 

regions as starter neurons, including the vibrassal motor cortex (vM1) (Fig. 2.4a). We observed 

extensive anterograde mWmC transfer in the dorsal striatum (Fig. 2.4b, c); thalamus; the barrel 

Cortex (S1) (Fig. 2.4d); anterior medial (AM), ventral anterior-lateral (VAL), and ventral medial 

(VM) thalamic nuclei (Fig. 2.4e); and intermediate reticular (IRt) and ventral medullary reticular 

(MdV) nuclei in the brainstem area (Fig. 2.4f, g)40. Similarly, we confirmed anterograde 

transsynaptic tracing from the barrel cortex (S1) (Fig. 2.4h-n). Functionally, we tested the cortical-

striatum transfer using electrophysiology by co-administrating ChR2-YFP and mWmC into vM1. 

We observed bright perisomatic labeling by mWmC in the striatum (Fig. 2.4c). We detected evoked 

EPSCs from mWmC-positive striatum neurons in response to blue-light stimulation of M1 axons 

in the presence of TTX and 4-AP, which were reduced by CNQX and APV (Fig. 2.4o, p), indicating 

that mWmC-positive striatal neurons receive monosynaptic vM1 inputs. We also applied mWmC 

to trace striatal projections. To bypass the retrograde axonal uptake of AAV-expressing mWmC 

and restrict mWmC only in the striatum, we injected Cre-dependent mWmC AAV with a VSVG-

lentiviruses expressing Cre (Fig. 2.3m). Axons rarely take up lentiviruses; therefore, the mixture 

locally restricted mWmC expression to the injection site, where a focal population of dorsal-lateral 

striatal neurons serves as starter neurons (Fig. 2.3n). We detected no retrograde transfer of mWmC 

back M1 (Fig. 2.3n, Extended Data Fig. 2.2q). In contrast, we detected mWmC anterograde 

transfer from the striatum onto both the Substantia Nigra (SNr) and Globus Pallidus (GPe) (Fig.3o, 

p, Extended Data Fig. 2.2p). Collectively, these data suggest that mWmC can be applied for circuit 

mapping within the brain as an anterograde transsynaptic tracer from regionally defined neurons. 
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Establishing Trans-Seq platform to define RGC downstream neuron type diversity in the SC 

We next sought to couple mWmC anterograde tracing with single-cell RNA-Sequencing (scRNA-

Seq). This integration helps generate transcriptomic connectivity maps from genetically or 

regionally defined starter cells in a high-throughput manner. We named the mWmC-based tracing 

and sequencing system, Trans-Seq. We first established the Trans-Seq protocol by generating a 

molecular atlas for retinorecipient SC neurons, as defined expressing mWmC in most RGC 

subtypes (pan-RGC). Following unilateral eye injections, we collected ~39,000 mWmC-positive 

retinorecipient cells via tissue dissociation and FACS at 4wpi (Fig. 2.5a, Extended Data Fig. 2.3a-

h). Due to low adult neuronal survival, we recovered scRNA-Seq data from ~1000 adult SC 

recipient neurons among three replicates (Fig. 2.5b; and Extended Data Fig. 2.3i-m) using the 

standard 10X Genomics protocol for scRNA-Seq. We obtained eight neuronal clusters representing 

a molecular map of retinorecipient neurons connected with pan-RGCs, but not other SC neurons 

without retinal inputs. We clustered the cells into three excitatory SC types (ESC1-3) and five 

inhibitory SC types (ISC1-5) (Fig. 2.5b, c, Extended Data Fig. 2.4). A distinct and unbiased set of 

marker genes were identified to define the neuron type identities (Fig. 2.5c), including mutiple 

candidates based on SC subset expressions41 (Extended Data Fig. 2.4e-g) but without known cell 

type information. 

 First, we validated marker gene expression of ESC1-3 (Fig. 2.5d, h, k) using in situ 

hybridization onto established transgenic lines12. These lines mark three major excitatory neuron 

types in the superficial SC characterized by morphology: Wide-field neurons (Ntsr1-GN209) (Fig. 

2.5e), Stellate neurons (Rorb-Cre knock-in marks these neurons in addition to other SC neuron 

types) (Fig. 2.5i), and Narrow-field neurons (Grp-KH288) (Fig. 2.5l), facilitating 

electrophysiological and morphological analyses. We started by defining the molecular identities 
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of these neurons and registering transcriptomic-defined types, ESC1-3, onto these functionally 

defined GFP transgenic lines. We validated two top marker genes from ESC1: Nephronectin 

(Npnt)19 and Cerebellin2 (Cbln2)42 (Fig. 2.5c). Npnt and Cbln2 are enriched in wide-field neurons 

(Fig. 2.5d, Extended Data Fig. 2.5h). High Npnt expression is restricted within the stratum opticum 

(SO), marking 88% of Ntsr1-GN209-YFP neurons (Fig. 2.5e, f, g). Npnt was not detected in 

inhibitory neurons (Extended Data Fig. 2.5a-c). We also validated an Npnt antibody showing that 

Npnt is restrictively expressed by Ntsr1-GN209-YFP neurons in the SO within the deep sublamina 

of the retinorecipient area (Extended Data Fig. 2.5d). In contrast, Npnt protein is absent from 

Narrow-field neurons and Stellate neurons (Extended Data Fig. 2.5e, f). Importantly, we found 

near-absent Ntsr1 expression from the scRNA-Seq analysis. Thus, Ntsr1-GN209-YFP expression 

may not reflect the endogenous Ntsr1 gene expression. As Npnt serves a bona fide marker for 

ESC1. We therefore defined ESC1 as Npnt-positive wide-field neurons (NPWFs). We also 

validated markers for ESC2 and ESC3 (Fig. 2.5c). These included Cdh7 (Fig. 2.5h) for ESC2 and 

Tac1 (Substance-P, Fig. 2.5k) for ESC3, in addition to Slc17a6 (vGluT2), a secondary marker for 

excitatory neurons (Extended Data Fig. 2.4c). We found that Cdh7/Slc17a6 ESC2 neurons are 

putative stellate cells marked by the Rorb-YFP cells in the upper SGS (Fig. 2.5i, j); whereas, 

Tac1/Slc17a6 double expression in ESC3s matches with narrow-field neurons marked by the Grp-

KH288-YFP cells (Fig. 2.5l, m).   

 Second, we examined whether SC clusters identified through Trans-Seq receive retinal 

inputs functionally. We inquired whether mWmC tracing and subsequent Trans-Seq revealed such 

synaptic specificity beyond just laminar localizations within the SC. We focused on the SO, where 

NPWF (ESC1) somata localize. We characterized one neuronal cluster, absent in Trans-Seq. 

Traditional in situ hybridizations characterized a population of SC neurons expressing a high level 
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of Etv1 (Er81) in the SO layer41 (Fig. 2.6a, b), which did not uptake mWmC (Fig. 2.6c). We applied 

optogenetics-assisted circuit mapping to validate this finding, as established above (Fig. 2.1g), we 

rarely detected monosynaptic retinal inputs onto Etv1-positive SO neurons (Fig. 2.6e, f), which 

was in contrast to the strong retinal monosynaptic inputs onto the Ntsr1-GN209-YFP SO neurons 

(ESC1, Fig. 2.6d, f). The tracing data and functional validations indicated that mWmC-mediated 

tracing reveals precise connectivity based on synaptic specificity beyond just sublaminar positions. 

Third, to cross-compare the identified marker genes from Trans-Seq data, we examined the 

gene expression correlations from ESC1, ESC2, and ESC3 to MEGLU6, MEGLU5, and MEGLU4 

using a published scRNA-seq adult brain database43. Npnt and Cdh7 qualified as top markers based 

on this orthogonal dataset43 (Extended Data Fig. 2.6a). Trans-Seq data identified three among six 

collicular excitatory neuronal clusters (Extended Data Fig. 2.6a-e)43. Importantly, Trans-Seq 

recapitulated the specific markers for each of these three neuronal types, separating the collicular 

ESCs into retinorecipient versus non-recipient neurons. Taking the MEGLU3 marker as an 

example, we found that this cluster represented a population of SO neurons expressing Pou4f2, 

distinct from ESC1s (Extended Data Fig. 2.6f, i). These Pou4f2-positive neurons did not uptake 

mWmC from the retina (Extended Data Fig. 2.6g, h). Thus, transcriptomic data from Trans-Seq 

offers direct insights regarding the connectivity of these distinct neuronal clusters (MEGLU3 

versus MEGLU6/ESC1). Such information is unavailable from standard single-cell RNA-Seq 

experiments using whole tissue dissection and dissociation. We could distinguish retinorecipient 

SC neuron clusters from non-retinorecipient clusters for their differential roles in local SC 

computational units28. Together these validations using genetics, immunohistochemistry, and 

electrophysiology demonstrate the fidelity of transcriptional neuronal classification by Trans-Seq 

and its ability to define circuit connectivity simultaneously. 
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RGC type-specific downstream SC neuronal clusters revealed by differential Trans-Seq  

We applied Trans-Seq to map the differential wiring paradigms. We chose two RGC subclasses as 

starter neurons, αRGCs, and ooDSGCs, for differential Trans-Seq, to directly compare the 

downstream SC targets. Using Kcng4-Cre for αRGC subclass and Cart-Cre for ooDSGC subclass 

(Fig. 2.7a) as starter neurons, Cre-dependent mWmC tracer (Extended Data Fig. 2.7a-e) was 

selectively expressed within each RGC subclass. The fluorescence intensity of mWmC within cells 

across the SC followed a bimodal fluorescence intensity distribution (Extended Data Fig. 2.7f), 

which ensured a clear definition of connected neurons. Their positions could then be marked to 

determine their differential distribution along with the depth of the SC (Extended Data Fig. 2.7g-

i). This bright fluorescent labeling was furthermore critical for the success of recovery of 

mCherry+ by FACS (Extended Data Fig. 2.3g). We isolated and profiled mWmC-positive SC 

neurons from the two different starter neurons. After aligning the two datasets with the pan-RGC 

Trans-Seq dataset (Fig. 2.7b), we found different proportions of 3 ESCs were represented in each 

dataset, indicating differential connectivity: ESC1 (NPWFs) were present among αRGC- but not 

ooDSGC-connected neurons (Fig. 2.7c), ESC2s were enriched among ooDSGC-connected 

neurons, and ESC3s were enriched among αRGC-connected neurons (Fig. 2.6c). These data 

generated a prediction of selective synaptic wiring from αRGCs, but not ooDSGCs to NPWFs 

(ESC1). We established an Npnt-FlpO knock-in mouse line to mark and manipulate NPWFs (Fig. 

2.7g, h, Extended Data Fig. 2.8a-c) in conjunction with existing Cre drivers to mark RGCs. NPWFs 

elaborated two or three primary dendrites from the soma and extended their distal dendrites to the 

pia surface of the SC (Fig. 2.7h, Extended Data Fig. 2.8d-h), matching the known morphological 

and physiological features of classic SC wide-field neurons12. We demonstrated that mWmC was 
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anterogradely transferred to a high fraction of NPWFs (Extended Data Fig. 2.8k, l) from αRGCs, 

but not from ooDSGCs (Extended Data Fig. 2.8k, m). We also functionally validated the selective 

αRGC to NPWF connection (Fig. 2.7i). We delivered Cre-dependent ChR2-YFP within the left 

eyes to activate presynaptic RGC subclasses. Td-Tomato-positive NPWF neurons in SC slices 

were recorded at 4wpi. We detected monosynaptic contacts from αRGCs (Kcng4: ChR2YFP) to 

NPWFs (Fig. 2.7j, l, Extended Data Fig. 2.9a, b), but few NPWFs were found to receive inputs 

from ooDSGCs (Cart: ChR2YFP)(Fig. 2.7k, l, Extended Data Fig. 2.9c).  

 We also verified the finding using retrograde tracing system. We introduced the rabies-

helper cassette (FDIO-EGFP-2A-TVA-2a-oG) into the right SC of Npnt-FlpO mice, followed by 

a second injection of EnvA-dG-Rabies-mCherry (Fig. 2.7m, Extended Data Fig. 2.9d)44. We 

evaluated the RGC subclass composition of Rabies-mCherry retrogradely labeled RGCs in the 

contralateral (left) eyes. NPWFs primarily traced back to αRGCs, as well as a few other RGC 

subsets, but not to ooDSGCs labeled by Satb145 (Fig. 2.6n, o, Extended Data Fig. 2.9e-k). The 

fidelity of the Npnt-FlpO line for NPWFs combined with the optimized retrograde tracing system44 

allows comprehensive determination of connected RGC types. Altogether, using the retinotectal 

projection as the model system, we demonstrated how Trans-Seq could be utilized to define 

neuronal clusters, identify morphologically and functionally characterized recipient neurons of 

genetically defined presynaptic cells, and ultimately reveal a previously uncharacterized and 

selective neuronal pair from the retina to the brain (Fig. 2.7p).  

 

Npnt instructs the assembly of the selective retinotectal connection via Itga8 recognition 

We reasoned that transcriptomic data of Trans-Seq offer a rational strategy to identify molecular 

candidates for selective circuit wiring based on differential expression of molecules within the 
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connectivity map. To understand the molecular mechanisms underlying the synaptic choice from 

αRGCs to NPWFs, we asked whether Nephronectin (Npnt), one of the top marker genes from 

transcriptomes of ESC1 (Fig. 2.5c, d), may regulate wiring specificity. Npnt is a member of the 

EGF-like superfamily of extracellular matrix glycoproteins and has been shown to mediate 

heterophilic cell-cell adhesion between Npnt-expressing cells and Itgα8β1-expressing cells in skin 

and kidney21,46. The restricted sublaminar expression and cell-adhesion properties of Npnt made it 

a strong candidate for mediating selective synapse formation from RGCs to the SC.   

αRGCs and ooDSGCs send their axons to lower and upper SGS lamina, respectively 

(Extended Data Fig. 2.9m, n). Therefore, we used used RGC axon lamination patterns as a proxy 

for altered RGC-SC connectivity. First, we examined axon lamination patterns following selective 

elimination of NPWFs47 (Extended Data Fig. 2.10a-c). NPWF neuron elimination resulted in 

αRGC axon mistargeting into the upper SGS sublamina, reaching as far as the pia (Fig. 2.8b, c), 

while control αRGC axons arborize within a restricted lamina in the lower SGS3 (Fig. 2.8a).  

NPWF elimination did not perturb ooDSGC axons (Fig. 2.8d-f). Second, we tested whether 

selective Npnt gene knockout from the SC phenocopies NPWF elimination, using SC-specific 

Npnt knockout approach (Extended Data Fig. 2.10f-h)21. We found that αRGC axons were no 

longer confined to the lower SGS, with a large fraction of their axons sprouting into the upper SGS 

(Fig. 2.8g-i). In contrast, ooDSGC axons were unaffected (Fig. 2.8j-l). Third, functionally, we 

generated Npnt-FlpO; H11-Cas948 mice to simultaneously visualize NPWFs and enables efficient 

CRISPR-mediated Npnt deletion in vivo (Extended Data Fig. 2.10o-r). The Cas9/sgRNA strategy 

for Npnt deletion also resulted in αRGC axonal mistargeting phenotypes into the upper SC lamina, 

consistent with the Npnt knockout analysis (Fig. 2.8g-i). Functionally, we observed a significant 

decrease in the percentages of connected cells and the average ESPC amplitudes in the Npnt 
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deletion group (Fig. 2.8u, v) in terms of αRGCs to NPWFs synaptic connections. Biochemical 

studies have shown that Npnt possesses the highest binding affinity for α8β1 integrin over other 

RGD-binding integrin receptors18. Since the α8 subunit solely heterodimerizes with the β1 subunit 

to form α8β1, expression of Integrin α8 directly reflects that of α8β149. We found that 74.6% 

αRGCs produce high levels of α8, while ooDSGCs have minimal α8 (3.4%, Fig. 2.8s, t). Following 

an in utero embryonic retinal injection mediated CRISPR/Cas9 to knockdown Itga8 specifically 

(Extended Data Fig. 2.10k-n), αRGC axons displayed mistargeting axon phenotypes (Fig. 2.8m-

o), phenocopying the deficits in Npnt knockout. In contrast, the ooDSGC axons remained 

unaffected (Fig. 2.8p-r). Collectively, our current data reveal a unique role for Itgα8β1 in αRGCs 

and Npnt in NPWFs in guiding the selective axonal sublaminar choice, affecting subsequent 

synaptic recognition (Fig. 2.7w).  

 

Discussion 

In summary, Trans-Seq establishes a new technical avenue for genetics-based circuit studies in 

mammalian systems. It directly couples neuron taxonomy and functional connectivity testing, 

facilitating discovery by identifying specific neuronal pairs that can be further validated using 

electrophysiology. Through this means of converting neuronal transcriptomes to digital 

connectomes and identifying connections, the Trans-Seq platform represents a generalizable 

anterograde tracing and sequencing approach. Furthermore, leveraging the insights from the 

single-cell transcriptomic data of Trans-Seq, we identified an extracellular matrix molecule, 

Nephronectin, required for selective retinotectal sublaminar choice in vivo. 

 

mWGA-mCherry is a broadly applicable anterograde transsynaptic tracer 
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In developing the mWGA-mCherry (mWmC) tracer for anterograde transsynaptic tracing, we 

sought to design a genetically encoded single-component tracer targeting specific cell types. We 

showed that the re-engineered mWmC tracer ensures efficient and specific targeting to 

monosynaptically connected neurons across diverse brain regions, allowing sensitive and efficient 

detection of long-range connectivity using native fluorescence signal. We showed that mWmC 

transfer carries bright red fluorescence and is compatible with live studies, including 

electrophysiology recordings and FACS (Figs. 1&4). Our side-by-side comparison showed that 

mWmC possesses significantly higher transfer efficiency into postsynaptic cells than other tested 

RFP fusion constructs (Extended Data Fig. 2.1a-c). The unique enrichment of lysosomal mWmC 

also raises an interesting possibility that the inefficiency of mWmC to escape from the endo-

lysosome compartment results in the accumulation of mCherry-fluorescence within the cell soma, 

which is likely the key to producing high signal-to-noise in recipient neurons. Additional studies 

into the chemical properties and cell biology of the mWmC construct will help test these 

possibilities50-52. We also show the degree of anterograde transfer is markedly improved over prior 

WGA-based tracers. Of the retrogradely labeled cells, many were as bright as starter cells in the 

injection area, suggesting that labeling likely resulted from retrograde uptake of AAV through 

axons. The restriction of WGA to starter cells at the injection site is of key importance to reducing 

retrograde labeling. mWmC-based fluorescence detection further enhanced the signal versus noise 

ratios in the circuits that we examined. WGA-protein-based transsynaptic tracing greatly suffered 

from retrograde labeling, mainly due to the uptake of WGA protein by axons projecting to the 

injection site. Prior studies of WGA also support the idea that dominant retrograde WGA 

expression is largely due to axon uptake rather than retrograde transport of WGA from starter cells 

to their presynaptic cells. For example, retrograde labeling was rare in a transgenic mouse line in 
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which WGA expression was induced by Cre-mediated recombination36. Additionally, we 

established a workflow to test neuronal pairs using electrophysiology. The current study 

demonstrated such a capacity in retinal and brain circuits (Figs. 1&4). The power of mWmC to 

enable circuit discovery from genetically defined presynaptic neurons, high transfer efficiency, and 

suitability for live imaging and recording. Complementary electrophysiology, anatomy, and 

retrograde tracing methods can substantiate the connectome discovery in other brain areas.   

 

Trans-Seq in advancing the scRNA-Seq approach for circuit reconstruction 

Traditionally, efforts towards understanding how a given neuron chooses its postsynaptic partners 

rely on labor-intensive gain-of-function or loss-of-function studies at the individual gene level, 

including our past work in the retina circuits53. Trans-Seq focuses on the connected neurons at 

single neuron-type resolution and offers an orthogonal view of the single-cell RNA-Seq data from 

conventional whole tissue preparations. For the retinotectal transsynaptic tracing, mWmC 

excluded non-connected neurons in the deeper SC laminae, which are hard to distinguish based 

solely on anatomical dissections. Trans-Seq differs from other established tracing and sequencing 

techniques, such as a Sindbis virus-based barcoding method, termed MAP-Seq54.  While MAP-

seq, an axon-projection-based single-cell RNA-Seq tracing method, provides a high-throughput 

mapping of neuron projection patterns (“projectomes”), it does not provide any information 

regarding the identity of their postsynaptic targets (“connectomes”). All subsequent procedures 

utilized commercial resources, including FACS and 10XGenomics library kit, followed by 

standard data analysis. Of note, neuronal loss during dissociation and FACS-enrichment is a known 

problematic issue for scRNA-Seq of adult neurons. Trans-Seq on retinotectal circuits is reflected 

in the low recovery rates from FACS to scRNA-Seq library preparation.  This shortcoming may 
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be mitigated by complementing single-nuclei RNA-Seq of the targeted area, or database inquiries. 

Nonetheless, current protocols allowed clear comparisons of the differential connectivity from 

distinct presynaptic neurons and offers insights into how a given neuron chooses its postsynaptic 

partners based on its transcriptomics data.  

Molecular mechanisms regulating retinotectal circuit wiring 

Past studies using the retina projection onto the optic tectum or SC yielded significant insights into 

the cellular and molecular mechanisms regulating circuit formation. The selective synaptic choices 

consist of multiple steps. The mouse retina sends its axons to the SC by the neonatal stage. By the 

second postnatal week, the retinotectal map reaches its adult precision. The axonal innervation 

pattern is a highly coordinated cellular process in which RGC axons are instructed by molecular 

guidance cues and structured activity to find their correct sublaminar locations2,55,56. The increased 

availability of transgenic mouse reporters has further highlighted the importance of laminar 

specificity in instructing synaptic specificity from the retina to the brain. Before our work, the 

molecular cues that mediate RGC axonal sublaminar targeting in mammals were largely 

unknown16. This gap in knowledge contrasts greatly with the amount of knowledge regarding the 

molecular cues11,57-62 or activity-dependent mechanisms63,64 for retinotopic map development in 

the SC. While Ephrins have been well characterized as essential molecular cues for mediating 

retinal axon guidance and topographic mapping within the SC, they do not play a role in RGC 

laminar choice59. By contrast, molecular cues in zebrafish and chick tectum have shown that 

extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins pre-pattern lamina to guide axons into their target layers or 

restrict them from neighboring layers; for example, basement-membrane bound Slit1 is important 

for laminar RGC axon targeting in zebrafish5. Furthermore, ECM proteins such as Tenascin-R17, 
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Versican10, and Nel8 are laminarly expressed within zebrafish or chick tectum and function to 

inhibit retinal axon outgrowth in vitro.  

Utilizing the Trans-Seq platform for biological discoveries, we identified molecular cues 

that mediate RGC axon sublaminar choice in mammals16. The neuronal type definition of 

NPWFs and genetic manipulation of Npnt provide critical ideas to understand how diverse RGC 

axons choose their respective SC sublamina in mammals. Npnt belongs to the EGF-like 

superfamily of extracellular glycoproteins, including factors that influence axonal growth and 

targeting, such as tenascins, laminins, and thrombospondins65. Our molecular and genetic work 

utilized a circuit-tracing-based approach and identified Npnt-Integrin α8β1 signaling as a unique 

mechanism to guide RGC sublaminar choice and wire up a selective retinotectal circuit from 

αRGCs to NPWFs.  Thus, our current data identified Npnt-integrin signaling as a molecular 

determinant for RGC to SC sublaminar choice.  The anatomical and electrophysiological 

measurements revealed molecular mechanisms for synaptic choices from αRGCs to NPWFs. 

However, we know that the αRGCs also synapse onto other SC neuron subtypes (Fig. 2.6); 

conversely, other RGCs also converge onto NPWF neurons. The Npnt-α8β1 recognition does not 

fully account for the assembly of all parallel retinotectal connections. Cell-cell recognition 

molecules, such as Cdhs34, or Cblns42 may provide additional signaling mechanisms for parallel 

circuit wiring in vivo. Continued genetic constructions and Trans-Seq data mining of the 

retinotectal circuits and beyond will help establish a tractable model in the mammalian central 

nervous system to study long-range circuit assembly across diverse neuron types, mirroring the 

molecular and functional studies in invertebrate model systems66. We envision the broad 

application of Tran-Seq and the mWmC tracer in conjunction with genetic and functional studies 

will offer generalized principles for mammalian circuit assembly across the brain.   
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Methods 

Mice 

All animal experiments were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees at 

UCSF and MIT. Mice were maintained under regular housing conditions with standard access to 

drink and food in a pathogen-free facility. Immunohistochemistry experiments were carried out 

using Postnatal (P) P28-P56 mice unless indicated otherwise. Slice physiological recordings 

were carried out in young adults (6-10 weeks old).  The FACS of the superior colliculi and 

single-cell RNA sequencing experiments were performed at P28-56.  Male and female mice were 

both used in roughly equal numbers; no sexual dimorphisms were observed in retinotectal 

connectivity, and all ages and numbers were documented. Genotypes were determined by PCR 

from toe biopsy. Specifically, the following mouse lines were used in the following categories: 

 

1. Kcng4-Cre and Cart-Cre mouse lines were previously established for studies of retinal 

ganglion cell (RGC) subclasses. Kcng4-Cre marks all αRGC subtypes, and Cart-Cre marks all ON-

OFF direction-selective Ganglion Cell (ooDSGC) subtypes. Both Kcng4-Cre and Cart-Cre are 

knock-in alleles but are viable and fertile. They show no outward abnormality or retina phenotypes. 

Both Kcng4-Cre34 and Cart: Cre15,67 lines have been studied in the retina. The dendritic and axonal 

projection patterns of both lines have also been comprehensively characterized15.  

2. Hb9-GFP transgenic mice express EGFP in ventral-ooDSGCs68, serving as a defined 

marking line for ooDSGC axons.  

3. Gad2-Cre, Rorb-Cre, Ntsr1–GN209-Cre, and Grp–KH288 –Cre were previously used to 

label horizontal, stellate, wide-field, and narrow-field neurons in the superior colliculus69. Ntsr1-

GN209-Cre and Grp-KH288-Cre were generous gifts of Charles Gerfen (NIMH)70. 
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4. vGlut2-Cre (Jax: 016963)71 was previously characterized to label all excitatory neurons in 

the superior colliculus31.  

5. ChAT- Cre (Jax: 006410) was characterized to mark and manipulate starburst amacrine 

cells (SACs)53. 

6.  Etv1-CreER (Jax: 013048)72  was made for cortical studies, labeling Layer 5 pyramidal 

cells. Induction of Cre expression was driven by administering 100ug tamoxifen/g bodyweight 

two times on postnatal days P13 and P15.  

7. Npnt-FlpO (Jax: 034305)73 was a generous gift of J. Ngai (UC Berkeley).  In brief, this line 

was generated through CRISPR/Cas-9-mediated homologous recombination in ES cells. 

8. Thy1-stop-YFP Line #15 transgenic mice express EYFP driven by Cre-recombinase in 

many neuronal populations74, including most retinal ganglion cells and projection neurons in the 

brain and spinal cord. We crossed this line with the superior collicular neuron-marking Cre driver 

lines listed above to visualize neuronal morphology. 

9. Ai65F (Rosa-CAG- Frt-LSL-Frt- TdTomato) express TdTomato driven by FlpO-

recombinase75.  Ai65F mice were crossed to Npnt-FlpO to label Nephronectin-positive wide-field 

neurons and visualize somata and dendrites. 

10. Npntfl/fl mice were generated by targeting the first exon of Npnt with flanking loxP sites as 

previously characterized20. Mutant knockout efficacies were confirmed through immunostaining 

with a specific antibody targeting Npnt, generated from the same study, established by D. K. 

Marciano (UT-Southwestern, co-author).  

11. H11-Cas9 knock-in mice were a generous gift from J. Weissman and D. Yang (UCSF and 

Whitehead Institute). H11-Cas9 mice possess constitutive Cas9 expression through the insertion 

of Cas9 in the H11 intergenic region on chromosome 11, which drives high-level global gene 
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expression using the CAG promoter48. H11Cas9 mice require only delivery of a specific single-

guide RNA (sgRNA) for generating single or multiple simultaneous mutations. We delivered 

AAV-sgRNAs against Npnt and confirmed the knockout/knockout efficiencies with the same set 

of antibodies onto the SC tissues. The high-efficacy sgRNA sequences were 

ATACTTGAGCAGGACCCGTC (#1) and GACATCGACGAGTGCTCTCT (#2), both 

independently confirmed. We used sgRNA (Non-Cutter): 5′-AACGACTAGTTAGGCGTGTA-3′ 

targeting Gal4 sequence76 as a control. 

 

Histology 

1. Retina histology: Eyes were collected and fixed in 4% PFA/PBS on ice for 30 minutes, 

followed by retina dissection, post-fixation for 30 min, and rinsing with PBS. Retinas were 

analyzed as cryosections and wholemounts as previously described27. Wholemount retina 

samples were incubated with blocking buffer (5% normal donkey serum, 0.5% Triton-X-100 in 

PBS) overnight, then incubated for 2-4 days at 4°C with primary antibodies. For sectioning, 

fixed mouse retinas were incubated with 30% sucrose in PBS for 2 hours, then quickly frozen in 

OCT as blocks and sectioned at 20µm. Vertical sections were incubated with 0.3% Triton X-100, 

3% donkey serum in PBS for 1 hour, and then with primary antibodies overnight at 4°C.  

Secondary antibodies were applied for 2 hours at room temperature. Retinas or sections were 

mounted onto glass slides using Vectashield (Vector Lab) or Prolong Gold Antifade medium 

(Life Technologies).  

2.  Brain section histology: 4 weeks after the intraocular injection, animals were deeply 

anesthetized and transcardially perfused with 10% sucrose in Milli-Q water, followed by ice-cold 

4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4. After dissection, the brains were post-
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fixed in the same fixative solution overnight at 4°C and cryoprotected in 30% sucrose in 

phosphate buffer saline (PBS) at 4°C until they sank. The brains were either embedded in OCT 

compound (Tissue-Tek) and frozen in dry‐ice‐cooled ethanol or directly frozen on a sliding 

microtome stage cooled with dry-ice. 40-80µm free-floating coronal sections were made using a 

cryostat or sliding microtome (Leica). For mWGA-mCherry immunostaining, sections were 

incubated in a blocking buffer for 1 hour at room temperature. Sections were then incubated with 

antibodies in the blocking buffer overnight at 4°C. After washing in PBST, sections were 

incubated with antibodies in the blocking buffer overnight at 4°C. After washing in PBST, 

sections were mounted on slide glasses. 

3. Antibodies used were as follows: rabbit and chicken anti-GFP (1:1000, Millipore; 1:500, 

Abcam); rabbit anti-RFP (1:500 Rockland);  goat anti-WGA (1:500, Vector Labs);  mouse anti-

NeuN (1: 500, Millipore); mouse anti-GFAP (1:500, Sigma); rabbit anti-Satb1 (1:1000, Abcam); 

goat anti-choline acetyltransferase (ChAT) (1:500, Millipore); rabbit anti-Cart (1:2500, Phoenix 

Pharmaceuticals); rabbit anti-Melanopsin (1:5000, Thermo Scientific); guinea-pig anti-RBPMS 

(1:1000, PhosphoSolutions); goat anti-Osteopontin/Spp1 (1:500, R&D); rabbit anti-Nephronectin 

(1:100, produced in20); goat anti-Itga8 (1:100, R&D); rabbit anti-Lamp1 (1:500, abcam); mouse 

anti-Brn3b/Pou4f2 (1:500, Santa Cruz Biotechnology). Nuclei were labeled with NeuroTrace 

Nissl 435/455 (1:500, Molecular Probes). Secondary antibodies were conjugated to Alexa Fluor 

488, Alexa Fluor 568, or Alexa Fluor 647 (Jackson ImmunoResearch) and used at 1:500. 

 

RNA-Scope in situ hybridization 

In situ hybridization was performed using RNA-Scope Fluorescent Multiplex Kit (Advanced 

Cell Diagnostics) following the manufacturer's instructions. In brief, sections were fixed in 4% 
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PFA as regular brain sections described above in the histology section, washed in PBS, 

dehydrated in a series of ethanol washes, and dried. A hydrophobic barrier was drawn around the 

sections with an ImmEdge pen (Vector Lab, H-4000). The sections were treated with Protease 

IV, incubated with target probes, treated with a series of amplification reagents, and developed 

with TSA fluorophores. Slides were mounted using Vectorshield (Vector Lab).  RNA-Scope 

Probes included the following ones: RNAscope® Probe- Mm-Cbln2 (Cat No. 428551); 

RNAscope® Probe- Mm-Npnt (Cat No. 316771); RNAscope® Probe- Mm-Cdh7 (Cat No. 

520761); RNAscope® Probe- Mm-Tac1 (Cat No. 410351); RNAscope® Probe- Mm-ETV1 (Cat 

No. 557891). 

 

AAV vectors 

1. mWGA-mCherry: Codon-optimized WGA (mWGA) was synthesized at Genewiz Inc and 

fused with red fluorescent proteins (RFPs).  We used mCherry (p-mCherry-N1, p-mCherry-C1, 

Clontech) to tag the N- or C-terminus of mWGA and then cloned the mWGA-mCherry or 

mCherry-mWGA fusion fragment into an AAV-CAG-overexpression-WPRE vector. In the Cre-

dependent cassette (Flex-switch), we inserted the fusion protein (mWGA-mCherry) in the 3' to 5' 

orientation to achieve Cre-dependent control. These vectors are available at Addgene for requests. 

The reference sequence for mWGA-mCherry cDNA (Genewiz) was optimized as below. 

 

ATGGAGACCGACACCCTGCTGCTGTGGGTGCTTCTGCTGTGGGTCCCTGGCAGCACT

GGCGATGGGCCTGTGATGACCGCCCAAGCTCAGAGGTGCGGCGAGCAAGGCAGCAA

CATGGAGTGCCCTAATAACTTGTGCTGCTCTCAGTACGGCTATTGCGGCATGGGTGG

CGACTACTGCGGCAAGGGCTGTCAGAACGGCGCCTGCTGGACTAGCAAGAGGTGCG
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GCTCCCAAGCCGGCGGTGCCACCTGCCCTAACAATCACTGTTGCTCACAGTACGGTC

ACTGCGGCTTCGGCGCCGAGTACTGTGGGGCTGGTTGCCAAGGCGGCCCTTGTAGGG

CCGATATCAAGTGCGGCAGTCAAAGCGGCGGCAAATTGTGCCCTAACAACCTGTGC

TGCTCTCAGTGGGGTTTCTGCGGACTGGGAAGCGAGTTTTGCGGCGGCGGGTGTCAA

TCCGGCGCTTGTAGCACCGACAAGCCTTGCGGCAAGGACGCCGGCGGAAGGGTGTG

CACCAACAACTACTGCTGCAGCAAATGGGGATCGTGTGGCATAGGCCCTGGCTACT

GCGGCGCTGGGTGTCAGTCGGGCGGCTGCGACGCCGCTAGGGACCCTCCTGTGGCA

AGCGCCACCATGGTGAGCAAGGGCGAGGAGGACAACATGGCCATCATCAAGGAGTT

CATGAGGTTCAAGGTGCACATGGAGGGCAGCGTGAACGGCCACGAGTTCGAGATCG

AGGGCGAGGGCGAGGGAAGGCCTTACGAGGGCACACAGACCGCCAAGCTGAAGGT

GACCAAGGGCGGCCCTCTGCCTTTCGCCTGGGACATCCTGAGCCCTCAGTTCATGTA

CGGCAGCAAGGCCTACGTGAAGCACCCTGCCGACATCCCTGACTACCTGAAGCTGA

GCTTCCCTGAGGGCTTCAAGTGGGAGAGGGTGATGAACTTCGAGGACGGCGGCGTG

GTGACCGTGACCCAAGACAGCAGCCTGCAAGACGGCGAGTTCATCTACAAGGTGAA

GCTGAGGGGCACCAACTTCCCTAGCGACGGCCCTGTGATGCAGAAGAAGACCATGG

GCTGGGAGGCAAGCAGCGAGAGGATGTACCCTGAGGACGGCGCCCTGAAGGGCGA

GATCAAGCAGAGGCTGAAGCTGAAGGACGGCGGCCACTACGACGCCGAGGTGAAG

ACCACCTACAAGGCCAAGAAGCCTGTGCAGCTGCCTGGCGCCTACAACGTGAACAT

CAAGCTGGACATCACAAGCCACAACGAGGACTACACCATCGTGGAGCAGTACGAGA

GGGCCGAGGGAAGGCACAGCACCGGCGGCATGGACGAGCTGTACAAGTGA 

 

2. sgRNA Constructs:  To make AAV-U6sgRNA-EF1-FDIO-mCherry (sgRNA-Npnt and 

control), or Lentiviral-U6-sgRNA-Ef1aCas9-2a-Cherry (sgRNA-Itga8 and control), the following 
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sequences were used: sgRNA- Npnt: ATACTTGAGCAGGACCCGTC (#1) and 

GACATCGACGAGTGCTCTCT (#2),  

#1 sgRNA-for Npnt was validated with high potencies and primarily used in this study. 

 

sgRNA-Itga8: CCCCTTCTACGATATCCGGC (#1 for Itga8) and 

GCTCCCCCTTCTACGATATC (#2 for Itga8).  Both sgRNA showed high potencies and were 

applied in the current study using the CRISPR-V2-Cherry system (Addgene) using high titer 

lentiviral vectors. sgRNA-Non-Cutter Control: 5′-AACGACTAGTTAGGCGTGTA-3′ (targets 

Gal4 sequence) as published by76 was adopted for both lentiviral CRISPRV2-Cherry vector, and 

subsequently in AAV-sgRNA-FDIO-mCherry vector.  

These oligonucleotides were separately amplified and cloned into the lentiviral 

CRISPRV2-Cas9-2a-Cherry vector. For AAV applications, U6-sgRNA fragments were further 

amplified by PCR and subcloned into an AAV-U6-sgRNA-FDIO-mCherry vector. sgRNA for 

Npnt knockout efficacy was determined by immunostaining against Npnt in the collicular tissues 

subject to neonatal AAV injection, compared to controls; sgRNA for Itga8 knockout efficacy was 

determined by immunostaining against Itga8 in the retinas subject to embryonic lentiviral injection. 

Rabbit anti-Npnt (1:1000, D. Marciano Lab, UT-Southwestern) or goat anti-Itga8 (1:100, R&D) 

antibodies were used immunohistochemistry.  

 

AAV and Lentivirus production 

All AAVs were made at the Boston Children's Hospital Viral Core at the titer of (2x10E13 

GC/Unit) unless stated otherwise. All experiments were carried out using AAV Serotype 2. 

AAVs used in the current study included:  
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AAV2-CAG-mWGA-mCherry-WPRE;  AAV2-CAG-DIO-mWGA-mCherry-WPRE;  AAV2-

CAG-mWGA-Ruby3-WPRE; AAV2-CAG-mWGA-TdTmt-WPRE; AAV2-CAG-mCherry-

mWGA-WPRE; AAV2-CAG-WGA(original)-WPRE; AAV2-CAG-mWGA-WPRE; AAV2-

EF1a-FDIO-EGFP-WPRE; AAV2-sgRNA-EF1a-FDIO-mCherry-WPRE (For both Npnt 

knockout and Non-cutter controls); AAV2-CAG-ChR2-YFP-WPRE; AAV2-CAG-DIO-

ChR2(H134R)-YFP; AAV2-EF1a-DIO-EGFP; AAV2-CAG-Cre-WPRE. AAV2-EF1a-FDIO-

Caspase3-2a-TEV and AAV8-hSyn-FDIO- EGFP-2a-TVA-2a-oG  were gifts of X. Chen and G. 

Nachtrab, Stanford. Pseudo-del-G Rabies Virus-(RV-mCherry) was purchased from Salk Institute 

Viral Core. Lentiviruses (VSVG, CRISPR-V2-mCherry, Addgene; hSyn-Cre-WPRE, Addgene) 

were produced using standard triple transfection protocol followed by ultra-centrifugation at the 

titer of 1E7 Unit77.   

In utero intraocular injection 

In utero injection of lentiviruses encoding sgRNA/Cas9 was carried out as previously described78. 

Timed pregnant E14.5 CD1 females were deeply anesthetized with ketamine. The incision area 

was shaved and cleaned with 70% ethanol and betadine. A midline incision was used to expose 

the embryos, then removed from the abdominal cavity for injection. Sharpened glass pipettes 

containing lentiviruses (CRISPV2-Cas9-2a-mCherry, sgRNA-control/Cas9 or sgItga8/Cas9 

viruses) mixed with fast green dye were injected into the eyes of targeted embryos by Femto-Jet 

(Eppendorf).  Embryos were then gently placed back inside the abdominal cavity and irrigated 

with warm, sterile saline. Finally, the abdominal wall and skin were sutured, and the mouse was 

placed on a warming pad for recovery. After confirmation of genotype after birth, tissue from 

embryonic transduction experiments was collected and processed at P28. Retinal coverage was 
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assessed by screening for lentiviral mCherry coverage. Only animals with high coverage for 

mCherry were processed for subsequent analysis.   

 

Postnatal intraocular injection  

Intraocular injection of AAVs was performed as previously described3,34.  

 

1. For WGA tracing experiments, AAV encoding constitutive or Cre-dependent WGA were 

intravitreally injected into wild-type, Kcng4-Cre, or Cart-Cre mice with 0.5-1µl AAV (in 1X 

DPBS, AAV was standardized to the same titer of 2x10E13/GC). AAVs were injected into the left 

eyes using a sharpened glass pipette as previously described15,79. Animals were processed for 

analysis 4 weeks post-injection (wpi).  

2. For axonal tracing and ChR2YFP stimulations during development, neonatal mice (P2-P4) were 

anesthetized on ice, and 0.5µl AAV (in 1X DPBS) encoding for AAV-EF1a-DIO-YFP (for axon 

tracing experiments), or AAV2-EF1a-DIO-ChR2YFP (for optogenetic stimulations) was injected 

into the left eyes using a sharpened glass pipette.  

3. Optogenetics and anterograde transfer co-injections, AAV2-CAG-ChR2-FYP-WPRE, and 

AAV2-CAG-mWGA-mCherry-WPRE, were mixed as (1:3) based on titer calculations.  All AAVs 

(Serotype 2 targeting RGCs) were produced at Boston Children’s Hospital Viral Core (AAVs were 

standardized to the same titer of 2x10E13/GC). Animals were euthanized, and retinas and brains 

were harvested ~4 wpi. 

4. For the in vivo screen of WGA-RFP tracers (AAV2-CAG-mWGA-mCherry-WPRE; AAV2-

CAG-mWGA-Ruby3-WPRE; AAV2-CAG-mWGA-TdTmt-WPRE; AAV2-CAG-mCherry-

mWGA-WPRE) 1µl AAV (in 1X DPBS, AAV was standardized to the same titer of 2x10E13/GC). 
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AAVs were injected into the left eyes using a sharpened glass pipette as previously described15,79. 

Animals were processed for analysis 4 weeks post-injection (wpi). High retinal coverage (> 90% 

of the regions) of tracers was first confirmed, followed by SC examination using live fluorescent 

imaging. The number of fluorescent positive SC neurons was quantified under a DIC/Fluorescent 

setup that is used for electrophysiology experiments. For tissues with histology experiments, 

animals were further perfused following the protocols listed below. 

5. For the re-engineering of the WGA-based tracers, WGA-Alexa Fluor555 conjugate (Life 

technology/Molecular Probes; 1.0mg/mL), AAV2-CAG-ctt-WGA-WPRE; and AAV2-CAG-

mWGA-mCherry-WPRE were tested and compared using the same intraocular injection methods. 

WGA-Alexa dye injected animals were analyzed at 1 wpi72,80, while the rest of the AAV-encoded 

tracer were analyzed at 4wpi. High retinal coverage (> 90% of the regions) of tracers were first 

evaluated using histology approaches, followed by brain immunohistochemistry experiments. 

 

Neonatal intracranial injection  

Superior collicular neonatal injections were carried out as previously described81,82. Neonatal pups 

(P0-1) were anesthetized with ice. 0.5 ul AAVs were injected using sharpened glass pipettes 

targeting the right superior collicular hemisphere, visible as a triangular region posterior to the 

cortex. The lack of further resistance indicates the penetration of the tip past the skull after piercing 

through the skull. 

 

Stereotaxic injections 

1.  For Pseudo-rabies-mediated retrograde tracing, mice were anesthetized with 2% 

isoflurane and fixed in a stereotaxic apparatus (Model 940, David Kopf Instruments). Meloxicam 
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(5mg/kg) was used for analgesia before the surgery and one day after the surgery by 

intraperitoneal injection. The viruses were loaded into a pulled-glass pipette connected with a 

syringe (7634-0, Hamilton) by a dual ferrule adaptor (55750-0, Hamilton). The injection speed 

and volume were controlled by a Microinjection Syringe Pump (UMP3T-1, WPI). AAV8-hSyn-

FDIO-EGFP-2a-TVA-2a-oG viruses (1µl, Titer 1x10E13/GC, Gift of G. Nachtrab and X. Chen, 

Stanford) were injected into the right hemisphere of the Npnt-FlpO mice by neonatal superior 

colliculus injections at P0-1 as described above. Four weeks later, the pseudo-typed rabies-

mCherry virus (400nl/site, Units/2x10E8) was injected into the right hemisphere at a constant 

speed (40nl/min). Two sites were injected on the right hemisphere in order to cover the whole 

superior colliculus. One site was 3.4mm anterior, 0.7mm lateral to the Bregma, and 1.4mm 

below the skull. The other site was 4.2mm posterior, 0.7 mm lateral to the Bregma, and 1.2mm 

below the skull. 6-7 days after pseudo-typed rabies injection, the mice were sacrificed with 

transcardial perfusion. The brains and the left retinas were collected for immunohistochemical 

analysis. 

2.  For adult cortical and collicular tracing and scRNA-seq based tracing, animals were 

anesthetized with isoflurane during the surgery (4% for induction and 1.5%–3% for 

maintenance). Meloxicam (5mg/kg) was administered subcutaneously for analgesia before the 

surgery. The body temperature was maintained at 37°C with a homeothermic blanket (Harvard 

Apparatus). The animals were fixed in the stereotaxic apparatus (Model 963, David Kopf 

Instruments) and stereotaxically injected with viruses using a pulled glass pipette connected with 

a microsyringe pump (WPI). The viruses, animal lines, and injection sites used are as follows: 

For Figure 1M, a mixture of AAV2-CAG-WGA-mCherry (400nl) and AAV2-CAG-ChR2-EYFP 

(200nl) (30nl/min) was injected into the vibrissal motor cortex of C57BL/6 mice, 1mm anterior, 
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1mm lateral to the Bregma, and 0.75mm below the brain surface the vibrissal motor cortex, or 

the barrel field of the primary somatosensory cortex of C57BL/6 mice, 1.5mm posterior, 3.5 mm 

lateral to the Bregma, and 0.6mm below the brain surface.  

3. For SC stereotaxic injection and traces comparison, AAV2-CAG-DIO-WGA-mCherry 

(400nl, 40nl/min) were introduced into the superior colliculus of vGlut2-Cre mice. The 

coordinate was 3.6mm posterior, 0.7 mm lateral to the Bregma, and 1.0 mm below the skull. To 

compare the re-engineered mWmC with traditional WGA-based tracers, WGA-Alexa Fluor555 

conjugate (Life technology/Molecular Probes; 1.0mg/mL), AAV2-CAG-cttWGA-WPRE; 

AAV2-CAG-mWGA-WPRE and AAV2-CAG-mWGA-mCherry-WPRE were introduced into 

the superficial SC. WGA-Alexa dye injected animals were analyzed at 1wpi, while the rest of the 

AAV-encoded tracer were analyzed at 4wpi. The mice were sacrificed with transcardial 

perfusion. The brains and the left retinas were collected for immunohistochemical analysis. 

4. To restrict the starter neurons within the region of interest, and to avoid axonal uptake by 

Cre-expressing neurons in the presynaptic side, we mixed lentivirus-hSyn-Cre and AAV2-CAG-

DIO-mWmC at 1:3 ratio and introduced them onto either the superficial SC or the dorsal lateral 

striatum the coordinate is 0.6mm anterior, 3.0 mm lateral to the Bregma, and 2.8 mm below the 

skull. Similar to the experiments established above, we traced presynaptic sites to the SC or the 

Striatum or postsynaptic sites to them using histology approaches as established above. 

 

Slice physiology and optogenetics 

For retinotectal connectivity mapping, SC neurons were labeled in mCherry (mWmC-positive for 

connected neurons; or Npnt-FlpO-RFP positive for genetically labeled neurons), while the 

presynaptic axons were excited with RGC subtype-specific ChR2-YFP as previously described83. 
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We crossed presynaptic RGC Cre drivers such as Kcng4-Cre or Cart-Cre to postsynaptic Npnt-

FlpO mice. ChR2 expression was induced through the injection of AAV2-DIO-ChR2-YFP into 

the left eye. Labeled NPWF-mCherry or mWmC neurons were identified from the right (and 

contralateral) SC hemisphere and targeted whole-cell patch-clamp recording. We used blue light 

to excite RGC axon terminals while recording from SC retinorecipient neurons. Mice were 

anesthetized with ketamine and xylazine (100 mg/kg, 12.5 mg/kg) and transcardially perfused with 

ice-cold cutting solution (78.3 mM NaCl, 2.3 mM KCl, 33.8 mM Choline-Cl, 0.45 mM CaCl2, 6.4 

mM MgCl2, 1.1 mM NaH2PO4, 23 mM NaHCO3, 20 mM D-Glucose, 0.5 mM L-glutamine, pH 

7.4) at 4 wpi. The brains were then dissected, and coronal brain sections were prepared in ice-cold 

and oxygenated cutting solution by vibratome sectioning (VT1200S, Leica). Mouse superior 

colliculus slices (250μm in thickness) were collected and transferred to an incubation chamber 

filled with the cutting solution. The incubation was maintained at 32.5 °C for 30 minutes. After 

incubation, the brain slices were transferred to room temperature ACSF (125 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM 

KCl, 1.25 mM NaH2PO4, 26 mM NaHCO3, 1 mM MgCl2.6H2O, 2 mM CaCl2, 20 mM D-Glucose, 

pH 7.4) before recording. All solutions were constantly bubbled with 5% CO2,95% O2 (Carbogen, 

Airgas). 

 Viral coverage on the retina and the SC were examined under a fluorescence microscope 

(BX51WI, Olympus) to identify a red cell surround by green axons. Targeted whole-cell 

recordings were made under IR-DIC visualization. Images of the targeted cell were taken by a 

CCD camera (IR-2000, DAGE-MTI). The recording glass pipettes (BF150-86-10, Sutter 

Instrument) were pulled by a micropipette puller (P1000, Sutter Instrument) into a recording 

electrode (3-5 MΩ). The recording electrode was filled with potassium-based internal solution 
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(135mM K-Gluconate, 8 mM KCl, 10 mM HEPES, 0.25 mM EGTA, 2 mM MgATP, 0.3 mM 

Na2GTP, 7 mM Phosphocreatine, pH 7.3).  

 The electrophysiology data were acquired with a MultiClamp 700B Amplifier and 1440A 

Digi-data (Molecular Devices). The traces were digitized at 10kHz and low-pass filtered at 2kHz. 

The data were analyzed by Clampfit 10.7 (Molecular Devices). Photo-stimulation was performed 

using a 473 nm LED (Cool LED, pE300). Two light pulses (2ms, 15mW/mm2) were given every 

trial, five trials per cell. After breaking into the neurons, the cells were held at -65mV. Voltage-

clamp experiments were carried out to record EPSCs, and current clamp tests were performed to 

record action potentials. Tetrodotoxin (TTX, 1 µM) and 4-aminopyridine (4-AP, 100 µM) were 

added into ACSF perfusions to confirm that postsynaptic currents were monosynaptic. CNQX (10 

µM) and APV (50 µM) were added to block the glutamatergic components. 

 For cortical-striatum connectivity mapping, four weeks after viral injection of AAV2-

CAG-WGA-mCherry (2X10E12/GC, Boston Children’s Viral Core) into the primary motor cortex 

of wildtype C57BL/6 male mice, mice were anesthetized with isofluorane and transcardially 

perfused in ice-cold slicing solution (2.5mM KCl, 1.25mM NaH2PO4, 25mM NaHCO3, 7mM 

MgCl2, 0.5mM CaCl2, 7mM dextrose, 210 mM sucrose, 3 mM sodium pyruvate, 1.3 mM ascorbic 

acid, bubbled with 5% CO2/95% O2). The brain was then extracted, and striatum-containing slices 

(250μm in thickness) were cut coronally with a Leica microtome (VT-1000S, Leica) and 

immediately transferred to an incubation beaker filled with an aerated holding solution: 125mM 

NaCl, 2.5mM KCl, 1.25mM NaH2PO4, 25mM NaHCO3, 2mM MgCl2, 2mM CaCl2, 12.5mM 

dextrose, 3mM sodium pyruvate, 1.3mM ascorbic acid. The incubator was preset to 34.5 °C to 

help brain recovery. After about 60-min incubation, we transferred slices to a submerged chamber 

perfused with aerated normal ACSF containing: 124 mM NaCl, 2.5mM KCl, 1.25mM NaH2PO4, 
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26mM NaHCO3, 2mM MgSO4, 2.5mM CaCl2, 10mM dextrose (315 mOsm, pH 7.4) and 

visualized by infrared differential interference contrast and fluorescence video microscopy 

(Examiner D1, Zeiss). To confirm whether postsynaptic currents were monosynaptic, tetrodotoxin 

(TTX, 1µM) and 4-aminopyridine (4-AP, 100µM) was bath applied in ACSF. The patch-clamp 

electrode (4–6 MΩ) was filled with an intracellular solution containing 130 mM D-gluconic acid, 

130 mM CsOH, 5 mM NaCl, 10 mM HEPES, 12 mM phosphocreatine, 3mM MgATP, 0.2mM 

Na2GTP and 1mM EGTA. Photostimulation was performed using a 473nm LED (CoolLED) 

controlled by Spike2 software (Cambridge Electronic Design). Light intensity was set to trigger 

the light responses averagely within a range of 100-200 pA with a pulse length of 1 ms once every 

5 seconds and was fixed for all cells. To verify the properties of light-evoked synaptic responses 

on mWGA-mCherry-positive striatum neurons, we applied a combination of CNQX (10µM) and 

APV (50µM) to block the glutamatergic components. We employed a MultiClamp 700B amplifier 

(Molecular Devices) for patch-clamp recording and Spike2 software (Cambridge Electronic 

Design) for data acquisition. The amplitudes of light-evoked responses were analyzed offline with 

custom-written MATLAB code (MathWorks) by averaging 25 consecutive traces. 

 

Neuronal morphology reconstruction and dye filling 

Biocytin (0.5%, B4261-100mg, Sigma) was added to the internal solution for electrophysiology 

measurement. After recording, the brain slices were fixed with 4% PFA overnight at 4°C, then 

blocked with blocking solution (PBS with 0.3% TritonX-100 and 5% normal donkey serum) for 2 

hours at room temperature. Then the tissues were incubated with Streptavidin-488 (1:1000, 

Invitrogen) for 2 hours at room temperature. The slices were mounted on glass slides in order and 
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covered with glass slips. The images were acquired using a Leica (SP8) confocal microscope and 

reconstructed by IMARIS software (Oxford Instruments) or Fiji (NIH).   

 

Neuronal preparation and FACS enrichment of the SC neurons 

The contralateral superior colliculi corresponding to four high-coverage eyes without damage were 

prepared through an electrophysiology slice protocol. Each mouse was transcardially perfused 

with ice-cold, carbogenated cutting solution (78.3 mM NaCl, 2.3 mM KCl, 33.8 mM Choline-Cl, 

0.45 mM CaCl2, 6.4 mM MgCl2, 1.1 mM NaH2PO4, 23 mM NaHCO3, 20 mM D-Glucose, 0.5 

mM L-glutamine, pH 7.4). Coronal slices of 500µm thick were cut with a vibratome (Leica 

VT1200S) in ice-cold carbogenated cutting solution and then immediately transferred into ice-

cold, carbogenated ACSF (125 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 1.25 mM NaH2PO4, 26 mM NaHCO3, 

1 mM MgCl2.6H2O, 2 mM CaCl2, 20 mM D-Glucose, pH 7.4). Slices containing the superior 

colliculus were transferred to a Petri-dish with ice-cold carbogenated ACSF. The mCherry-

positive superficial superior colliculus hemisphere was microdissected under a fluorescence 

dissection microscope. The dissected regions were transferred into resuspension buffer (Hibernate-

A supplemented with B27, 25% glucose, 0.01% BSA, 1% Glutamax, and 0.1mg/mL DNaseI). The 

mCherry negative SC hemisphere was dissected and processed in parallel to prepare an unstained 

sample (negative control) for FACS gating. Resuspension buffer was then exchanged with papain 

solution (2mg/mL papain, 0.1mg/mL DNaseI in Hibernate-Calcium), and the dissected tissue was 

digested in papain for 25min at 37°C. Following incubation, papain solution was exchanged with 

trituration buffer (Hibernate-A supplemented with B27, 25% glucose, 0.1% BSA). Tissue pieces 

were subsequently gently triturated using a 200ul pipette tip to obtain a single-cell suspension. 

Tissue debris was allowed to settle for 1 min at room temperature, and the supernatant was 
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transferred to a new microcentrifuge tube and centrifuged at 300g for 5 min at 4°C. The supernatant 

was then exchanged with 1 ml resuspension buffer. The resulting cell suspension was gently 

pipetted and filtered with a 70µm filter to remove cell clumps. 

 FACS sorting was performed on a BD FACSAriaII Cell Sorter with a 100 µm nozzle. 

DAPI was added before sorting at a concentration of 3ng/mL. FACS was used to select cells with 

low DAPI fluorescence and high mCherry fluorescence. The native (mCherry-negative, without 

injections) sample was used to establish gating for mCherry. Sorted cells were immediately 

processed for cDNA library preparation. Cell concentration was confirmed using a Countess 

hemocytometer. 

 

10XGenomics library preparation and neuronal clustering analysis 

Library preparation was performed by the UCSF Institute of Human Genetics Core Facility, using 

10X Chromium Single 3Prime Reagent Kits according to the manufacturer’s protocols. Library 

length and concentration were quantified using a Bioanalyzer (Agilent). A sequencing depth of 

50,000 read pairs/cell was targeted for library preparation as recommended by 10x Genomics. 

Paired-end sequencing was performed on an Illumina NovaSeq. The Cell Ranger pipeline was 

used to generate FASTQ files, perform an alignment with the mm10 mouse genome assembly, and 

generate feature-barcode matrixes. The UCSF Institute of Human Genetics Computational Core 

ran the Cell Ranger pipeline. Downstream analysis was carried out using Seurat V384. Cells with 

(1) expression of >400 genes; (2) mitochondrial count <30%; (3) expression of neuronal gene 

signatures Snap25 or Syt1 >0 were retained after filtering. SCTransform, which uses regularized 

negative binomial regression, was used to normalize UMI count data and regress out mitochondrial 

genes. The principal component analysis was run using the top 30 principal components (PCs). To 
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integrate datasets, PrepSCTIntegration was run, and integration was run on SCT-transformed data. 

Cells with the expression of Gad2, Gad1, or Slc17a6>0 were retained. Analysis of one replicate 

led to the identification of Npnt, Cbln2, Cdh7, and Tac1 as marker genes; therefore, supervised 

PCA analysis with Gad2, Slc17a6, Tac1, Cdh7, Npnt, Cbln2 as features were implemented on the 

integrated data. A KNN graph was then constructed using the first 15 PCs. Louvain-based 

modularity optimization was used to cluster cells with resolution = 0.8 to generate UMAP plots 

for cluster visualization85. The FindAllMarker function was run to identify top marker genes for 

each cluster.  

To compare outputomes, datasets obtained through αRGC, ooDSGC, and pan-RGC tracing 

were aligned using SCTransform in the same manner as above. Clusters expressing Slc17a6 and 

either Npnt, Cdh7, or Tac1 were retained for analysis. The percentage of cell types specified by 

their molecular markers was quantified in each dataset.  

 

Statistics and Reproducibility  

1. For data acquisition for confocal images: Confocal imaging and subsequent data analysis 

were performed double-blindly. To analyze RGC axons in the superior colliculus, coronal brain 

sections were immunostained and imaged on a Leica SP8 confocal microscope equipped with 10X 

air and 40X and 63X oil immersion objectives. Confocal stacks of 20um thickness were acquired 

and processed to obtain maximum intensity projections. Using ImageJ, each right SC hemisphere 

was divided into five equal sections. The fluorescence profile of axon arbors was measured by 

taking 200μm-thick line scans perpendicular to each section's pial surface to a depth of 500 μm 

below the pial surface. Signal intensity values were normalized to the maximum intensity of the 

curve in across images and plotted. The lowess (Locally Weighted Scatterplot Smoothing) function 
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in Matlab was used for curve smoothing. ImageJ (NIH) software was used to analyze confocal 

stacks and generate maximum intensity projections. To quantify axon depth across the SC, the 

shortest distance marking the upper and lower axonal arbors' boundaries to the pial surface was 

measured within each section. A Student’s t-test was used to assess significance. At least three 

animals, taking all SC slices, were used for each experimental condition. No statistical method was 

used to predetermine sample size. 

2. To quantitatively evaluate the anterograde transfer efficiencies under live conditions for 

different tracers, a 20X water objective on an electrophysiology rig was used to acquire ten images 

within the SC. Neurons were counted for visible cellular labeling 4 wpi. To calculate the 

anterograde transfer efficiencies across different conditions, neurons within a field of view were 

counted, and the counts across different conditions were normalized to the condition with the 

highest number of counted neurons. Subsequently, the ratios and statistics were calculated across 

different experimental animals within the same group, as well as different virus conditions 

(includinf WGA-protein dye; AAV2-ctt-WGA, and AAV2-mWmC). AAV2-mWmC 

demonstrated the highest ratio of number of LP neuron/SC neuron labelled among all conditions, 

and therefore was set to possess an anterograde efficiency of 100%. All other configurations were 

subsequently normalized to this value. Individual neuron numbers at each relay were documented, 

and the ratios were calculated and reported across animals for each different tracer configuration. 

Similarly, the retrograde transfer efficiencies were calculated and normalized. The WGA-555 dye 

possessed the highest ratio of retrograde transfer among all tested configurations. Thus, it was set 

as 100%, and subsequently, all retrograde ratios (presynaptic/postsynaptic neuron numbers) were 

quantified and compared across animals for each different configuration. Statistical methods and 
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the number of animals tested with each configuration are documented for each experiment under 

the figure legends.  

3. To quantify the signal intensity of mCherry signal within cells, Neurotrace signal was used 

to generate cell masks. This was done by thresholding the Neurotrace signal within ImageJ, 

followed by the “fill holes” function, and two erode steps followed by two dilate steps to smooth 

the cell masks and remove the extraneous signal. Each cell mask was then added as a unique ROI 

within ImageJ. A custom script was used to determine the mean mCherry intensity within each 

cell mask and rank all cell ROIs according to decreasing mean intensity. The resulting mean 

intensities were then plotted in a histogram to visualize a bimodal distribution of mWmC intensity. 

The intensity corresponding to the valley of the bimodal distribution was used to set the threshold 

for marking a cell as positive for mWmC. The depth of the centroid of each cell ROI from the pial 

surface was then measured using ImageJ and plotted. Each trace represents an SC slice from a 

similar anatomical position taken from separate animals. The traces were normalized by dividing 

by to the total number of WGA-positive cells in each slice. 

4. To quantify the subcellular overlap of LAMP1 with WGA signals, images were acquired 

with a 63X objective with a digital 2X zoom for a resulting 126X magnification. Confocal stacks 

were acquired to capture the entire thickness of a cell of interest. To analyze the enrichment of 

mWmC in lysosomes, object-based colocalization within ImageJ was used 

(https://imagej.net/imaging/colocalization-analysis#object-based-colocalization), which is an 

established method for analyzing colocalization of two signals. LAMP1 and WGA signals were 

manually thresholded using the Watershed image filter to obtain binary masks.  The percentage 

area overlap of WGA within LAMP1 masks was then calculated for each image. This provides a 

measure of co-occurrence, or the extent to which mWmC signal overlapped with lysosomes 
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marked by Lamp1. A Student’s t-test was used to assess significance. At least three animals were 

included, taking all SC slices for each experimental condition.  No statistical method was used to 

predetermine sample size. 

5. For data acquired in electrophysiology: Data collection and analysis were not performed 

blind to the conditions of the experiments. All whole-cell recording data were acquired by 

Camplex 10.7 (Molecular Devices) and analyzed in MATLAB (MathWorks) or Clampfit 10.7 

(Molecular Devices). Optogenetically-evoked currents were plotted as an average of five trials. 

The peak amplitudes of evoked currents were measured by Clampfit. The intrinsic properties of 

recorded neurons were analyzed by MATLAB. All statistics were calculated by GraphPad Prism 

8. Comparisons of the peak currents between two groups were made using a two-tailed t-test, and 

multiple samples were compared using a one-way analysis of variance. 

 

Data and Code availabilities 

Raw scRNA-seq data reported in this paper is available through GEO Accession Number: 

GSE202257. Scripts and R-markdown files for data analysis are available through 

https://github.com/duanxlab/Trans-Seq. All other data are available in the main manuscript or 

supplementary materials. AAV plasmids are available at Addgene associated with this paper.  
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Figure 2.1- Engineering a genetically encoded fluorescent anterograde transsynaptic tracer 

(mWGA-mCherry) to map postsynaptic neurons. 

a, Schematic diagram of intraocular injections of anterograde transsynaptic red-fluorescent tracers 

to label postsynaptic retinorecipient neurons in the superior colliculus (SC). b, Optimized adeno-

associated virus (AAV) vector design encoding mWGA-mCherry (mWmC). mCherry is fused at 

the C-terminal of a codon-optimized mWGA. c, Retina wholemount showing mWmC coverage to 

the ganglion cell layer (GCL). d, magnified view of inset of (c). Both images were stained with 

anti-RFP. Scale bars: (c, 2mm; d, 200 µm). 3 times each experiment was repeated independently 

with similar results. e, Live red fluorescent labeling of the contralateral SC after acute brain slice 
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preparation, indicating transsynaptic transfer onto the recipient neurons enriched in stratum 

griseum superficiale (SGS) and stratum opticum (SO), but not in stratum griseum intermedium 

(SGI). f, Magnified view of inset from e. showing individual neurons labeled with bright red 

fluorescent protein from RGC anterograde transfer without signal amplification through 

immunostaining. Scale bars: (e, 500µm; f, 50µm). 3 times each experiment was repeated 

independently with similar results. g, Schematic drawing of mWmC-mediated monosynaptic 

anterograde transsynaptic tracing using electrophysiology recording after co-injection of AAV-

mWmC (red) and AAV-ChR2-YFP (green). h, A sample image of patched mWmC-positive red 

fluorescent neurons under DIC camera (top) and epi-fluorescence scope (bottom). Scale bar: 25 

µm. At least 10 times each experiment was repeated independently with similar results. i, Whole-

cell recordings of mWmC-positive fluorescent neurons, indicating that excitatory postsynaptic 

currents (EPSCs) in response to a short pulse (2ms, blue line) of blue-light (475nm) excitation 

possess an onset latency of <5ms, suggesting mWmC+ SC neurons receive monosynaptic inputs 

from RGCs. j to m. Evoked currents of the mWmC+ SC neurons are glutamatergic and 

monosynaptic. j, Postsynaptic currents persisted in TTX (1μM) and 4-AP (100μM) (black) and 

were blocked by CNQX (10μM) and APV (50μM) (red). k. Average ESPC amplitudes in control 

conditions (black) and the presence of CNQX and APV (red). Both conditions had bath-applied 

(TTX+4-AP). n=20 cells ****, p<0.0001, two-sided Student's t-test. l, Distributions of the 

response latency of the evoked EPSCs to the short pulse blue-light, with the average latency at 

2.2±0.2ms. n=27 cells m, EPSCs measured from randomly patched mCherry-positive (red, n=5 

animals) and mCherry-negative (black, n=4 animals) neurons under the same electrophysiological 

recording conditions and subject to the same LED stimulations. In total, 28 out 30 (93%) of 

mCherry-positive neurons received monosynaptic inputs from the retina. In comparison, only 1 

out of 20 (5%) mCherry-negative neurons showed monosynaptic inputs. ****, p<0.0001, two-

sided Student’s t-test. All data in this figure are presented as mean ± SEM.  
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Figure 2.2- Lysosomal enrichment of mWmC leads to stable red-fluorescent labeling of 

postsynaptic neurons, facilitating electrophysiology and FACS identification of 

postsynaptic neurons in vivo. 

a-f, mWmC-mediated anterograde trans-synaptic labeling (e, f) leads to a selective enhancement 

of tracer signals in the lysosomes (Lamp1) of postsynaptic neurons, compared to ctt-WGA 

tracer32 (c, d) or WGA-protein conjugated with Alexa555 (a, b). Transferred mWmC signals 

within recipient neurons were observed to aggregate in a perisomatic manner, facilitating the 

identification of labeled neurons (as in Figs. 1&3). The mWmC aggregates highly overlap with 

lysosomes (f, marked by Lamp1), suggesting that the perisomatic structures are formed through 

mWmC enrichment within the lysosomes of postsynaptic neurons (Green, Lamp1, lysosomal 

marker; Red, mWmC fluorescence). 4 times each experiment was repeated independently with 

similar results. Scale bars: (a, c, e, 20µm; b, d, e, 5µm). g, The percentages of WGA-protein-

conjugates, ctt-WGA, and mWmC overlapping with Lamp1 were quantified, showing the unique 

properties of mWmC in live. ****, p<0.0001, two-sided Student’s t-test. n=7 biologically 

independent samples.  Data in this figure are presented as mean ± SEM. 
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Figure 2.3- Anterograde but not retrograde transfer of mWmC in retinal and brain circuits. 

a-c, (a) Intraocular injections of mWmC into Chat-Cre led to (b) expression of mWmC within 

Starburst Amacrine Cells (SACs, red) within the GCL as starter cells. ooDSGCs (Cart-positive, 
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green), which receive direct input from SACs, were labeled by mWmC through anterograde 

transfer (mWmC double-positive cells labeled with yellow-dotted circles). No signal was detected 

in the INL, indicating that bipolar cells were not labeled from SACs retrogradely (c), 8 times each 

experiment was repeated independently with similar results. d-f, (d) Intraocular injections of 

mWmC into Cart-Cre led to (e) Efficient transduction of ooDSGCs as starter cells for anterograde 

tracing into the brain (Fig. 2.5). No retrograde spread was seen into SACs (Chat-positive) or 

bipolar cells in either the GCL or INL (f), 5 times each experiment was repeated independently 

with similar results. Scale bars: b, c, e, f, 50µm.  g, Quantifications of the anterograde transfer ratio 

from SACs to ooDSGCs (black) n=9 biologically independent samples, versus retrograde transfer 

ratio from ooDSGCs to SACs (red), n=5 biologically independent samples. ****, p<0.0001, two-

sided Student’s t-test. Within each retina region, 43±6% of the Cart-positive RGCs received 

mWmC transfer from SACs. h-l, (h) Introduction of mWmC into excitatory SC neurons (vGlut2-

positive) for anterograde and retrograde transfer tests. (j) Efficient start neurons at the SC 

demonstrated very few retrograde spread back to the retina (i), but specific and efficient 

anterograde transfer onto the LP of the thalamus (k). Scale bars: (i, 50µm, j, 200µm, k, 100µm). 

l. Quantifications of the anterograde transfer ratio from SC to LP (black) versus retrograde transfer 

ratio from SC to RGCs (red), n=5 animals. ****, p<0.0001, two-sided Student’s t-test. Within each 

SC starting region, 81±6% of the NeuN-positive SC neurons were infected with mWmC; within 

the LP recipient neuron regions, 86±4% received mWmC transfer from the SC. m-q, (m) 

Introduction of Cre-dependent mWmC with VSVG-lentivirus expressing Cre into the dorsal lateral 

striatal neurons for anterograde and retrograde transfer tests. (n) Efficient start neurons at the 

striatum demonstrated no retrograde transfer back to M1 on the same brain slice. In contrast, 

mWmC displayed specific anterograde transfer onto the Substantia Nigra (o, SNr) as zoomed-in 

(p). Notably, axons are also filled by mWmC, in addition to somata filling. Scale bars: (n, 500µm, 

o, 100µm, p, 50µm). q. Quantifications of the anterograde transfer ratio from the striatum to SNr 

(black) versus retrograde transfer ratio from the Striatum to M1 (red), mWmC-positive neurons, 

n=6 animals ****, p<0.0001, two-sided Student’s t-test. Within the SNr recipient neuron regions, 

89±2% received mWmC transfer from the Striatum. All data in this figure are presented as mean 

± SEM. 
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Figure 2.4- Utilizing mWGA-mCherry (mWmC) for downstream neuron discovery and 

circuit mapping in various brain regions. 
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a-g. Anterograde transsynaptically labeled neurons (red) in vM1 projection areas. Presynaptic 

starter neuron axons are labeled by the YFP signal (green). a, The injection site in the vibrissal 

primary motor cortex (vM1). b, The dorsal striatum with a magnified view c. d, The thalamus, and 

S1. e, Magnified view of the boxed area in d. (AM: anterior medial, VAL: ventral anterior-lateral, 

and VM: ventral medial thalamic nuclei). f, The intermediate reticular (IRt) and ventral medullary 

reticular (MdV) nuclei in the brainstem. g, Magnified view of the boxed area in f. Spinal trigeminal 

nucleus caudalis, SpVc; dorsal medullary reticular nucleus dorsal, MdD; Hypoglossal motor 

nucleus, 12N. Scale bars: (a, d, 1mm; b, e, f, 200µm; g, 100µm; c, 20µm), n=4 animals. h-n, 

Anterograde transsynaptic tracing from barrel (somatosensory) cortex (S1, h) via stereotaxic 

injections into the designated cortical areas as starters cells. We used a YFP marker that labels the 

axons of starter neurons in addition to mWmC to separate presynaptic axons from postsynaptic 

mWmC-positive cells. From S1 (h), we detected mWmC-transfer signals in known recipient areas, 

including contralateral S1, M1, thalamus, dorsal lateral ventral posterior medial (VPM), and 

principal trigeminal sensory nucleus (PrV) as transsynaptically labeled neurons (red) in S1 

projection areas. Presynaptic starter axons are labeled by the YFP signal (green). h, The injection 

site in the barrel field of the primary somatosensory cortex (S1). i, Contralateral S1. Magnified 

view of the boxed area in h. j, M1. k, The thalamus. l, Dorsal lateral ventral posterior medial 

(VPM). Magnified view of the boxed area in k. m, The principal trigeminal sensory nucleus (PrV). 

n, Magnified view of the boxed area in m. Scale bars: (h, 1mm; k, 500µm; i, j, m, 200µm; l, 

100µm; n, 20µm), 5 times each experiment was repeated independently with similar results.. 

Abbreviations: Posterior (PO), ventral lateral (VL), and ventral posterior lateral (VPL) nuclei of 

the thalamus. o to p, Monosynaptic connectivity test from the motor cortex (M1) to the striatum 

using mWmC-mediated anterograde transsynaptic transfer. The recordings were all done in ACSF 

with bath applied TTX (1μM) and 4-AP (100μM). o, An average EPSC from a sample mWmC-

positive neuron responds to a 2ms light pulse (blue dot). p, All 32 cells showed EPSCs, and such 

responses were drastically reduced by CNQX (10μM) and APV (50μM) (N= 2 animals, 32 

neurons). ***, p<0.005, two-sided Student’s t-test. Data in this figure are presented as mean ± 

SEM. 
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Figure 2.5- Trans-Seq integrates mWGA-mCherry-mediated anterograde transsynaptic 

tracing and scRNA-Seq to categorize the RGC connected neurons in the SC. 

a, To generate a molecular atlas for all RGC-connected SC neurons, the following workflow was 

used to dissociate the SC and isolate mCherry-positive recipient neurons by FACS. The 

workflow starts with the injection of mWmC into the left retinas of mice, followed by right SC 

slicing, fluorescence-based microdissection, enzyme dissociation, and FACS for red fluorescence 

from mWmC. The scRNA-Seq library preparation and subsequent data analysis using the 

standard 10XGenomics platform and Seurat Packages. b, scRNA-Seq libraries were generated 

using the 10XGenomics platform. From three replicates, we recovered scRNA-Seq data from 

898 adult SC recipient neurons, identified through neuronal markers, thereby generating a 

molecularly defined connectivity map from pan-RGC anterograde tracing. UMAP plots of the 

Trans-Seq data from all RGCs (Pan-RGC) show three excitatory neuron clusters (ESCs) and five 

inhibitory neuron clusters (ISCs). Among all retinorecipient SC neurons subtypes, there were 307 

excitatory neurons (within the dotted circle) and 591 inhibitory neurons. c, Dot plot of top 

marker genes. ESC1-ESC3 are represented on the left of the plot for top feature genes, while 

ISC1-5 are represented on the right of the plot for top feature genes. (d, h, k) UMAP plots for 

primary marker genes for each ESC, d, Npnt for ESC1, h, Cdh7 for ESC2, and k, Tac1 for 

ESC3. e, f, Validation of Trans-Seq marker gene expression from ESC1 using RNA-Scope in situ 

hybridization. e, Npnt (red) is enriched in Ntsr1-GN209-YFP (green) transgenic for wide-field 

excitatory neurons as quantified in g. f, Higher magnification of boxed area highlighted in e. n=4 

animals, Scale bars: (e, 250µm; f, 50µm). i, Validation of Trans-Seq marker gene expression 

from ESC2 using RNA-Scope in situ hybridization. Cdh7 (red) and Slc17a6 (blue) double-

positive neurons are enriched in the Rorb-YFP line primarily for SC stellate cells as quantified in 

j, n=5 animals. l, Validation of Trans-Seq marker gene expression from ESC3 using RNA-Scope 

in situ hybridization. Tac1 (red) and Slc17a6 (blue) double-positive neurons are enriched in the 

Grp-KH288-YFP transgenic line for narrow-field excitatory neurons as quantified in m. n=5 

animals, Scale bars: (i, l, 50µm). Dotted yellow circles (f, i, l) indicate overlapped in situ signals 

with GFP staining, and red circles in i indicate in situ signals non-overlapping with GFP staining. 

Quantification plots ****, p<0.0001, two-sided Student’s t-test. (g, j, m). All data in this figure 

are presented as mean ± SEM. 
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Figure 2.6- Etv1-positive neurons in the SO do not uptake mWmC from the retina and do 

not receive retinal monosynaptic inputs. 

a, in situ hybridization of Etv1 (red, RNA-probe) showed no overlap with ESC1 neurons (green), 

even though the somata of both populations reside in the same sublamina (SO) at the SC. Scale 

bars: 100 µm. b, Genetically labeled Etv1-positive neurons (Etv1-CreER; LSL-YFP) were 

detected as a subset of neurons within the SO, above the vAChT-positive bands marking the SGI 

(red). Scale bar: 100 µm. The dotted line marks the pial surface. c Etv1-positive neurons were 

not labeled by mWmC following retinal injections of AAV2-WmC. In contrast, neighboring cells 

within the SO were labeled by mWmC. Red dotted circles mark cells that were not labeled by 

mWmC. Scale bar: 20um. d-e, Whole-cell recordings showed Etv1-positive SC neurons do not 

receive retinal inputs (e), while the ESC1s (Ntsr1-GN209-YFP) receive direct retinal inputs (d). 

The stimulation paradigms were established in Fig. 2.1. The blue lines indicate the onset of blue 

light to active ChR2.Postsynaptic currents persisted in TTX (1μM) and 4-AP (100μM). F, 

Average ESPC amplitudes in ESC1s (black) and Etv1-positive neurons (red). n= 5animals, ****, 

p<0.0001, two-sided Student's t-test. Data in this figure are presented as mean ± SEM. 
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Figure 2.7- Comparative analysis of the Trans-Seq data predicted a selective synapse from 

αRGCs, but not ooDSGCs to Npnt-positive Wide-field neurons (NPWFs), confirmed 

experimentally.  
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a, Schematic drawing for a comparative Trans-Seq between the downstream SC neuron types of 

αRGCs (green) and ooDSGCs (red), in addition to the existing pan-RGC (blue). Tracing dataset, 

with three replicates for each. The goal is to identify selective retinotectal circuits from RGC types 

to SC neuron types. RGC subclass-specific Cre-drivers include Kcng4-Cre for αRGCs and Cart-

Cre for ooDSGCs. b, UMAP plots generated after aligning the pan-RGC (blue), αRGC (green), 

and ooDSGC (red) tracing datasets and clustering 268 excitatory neurons into the three ESCs 

established in the pan-RGC mapping (Fig. 2.4). Notably, very few red dots from ooDSGC tracing 

are present in ESC1, indicating limited ooDSGCs innervation of ESC1s (NPWFs); By contrast, 

the αRGC tracing dataset (green) contain significant ESC1 [ESC1, 67 blue, 18 green, 2 red; ESC2, 

62 blue, 29 green, 18 red; ESC3 32 blue, 25 green, 15 red). c, Dot-plot of three ESCs showing 

differential gene expression of validated marker genes among three different tracing datasets from 

pan-RGCs (blue), αRGCs (green), and ooDSGCs (red). Confirmed marker genes were established 

in Fig. 2.3, including Npnt for ESC1, Cdh7 for ESC2, and Tac1 for ESC3. The sizes of the dots 

encode the percentages of cells expressing each marker gene within each RGC tracing dataset. The 

presence of ESC1 (Npnt+) in αRGC tracing datasets (solid-line frame), but the absence of ESC1 

(Npnt+) in ooDSGC tracing datasets (dotted-line frame), indicate that ESC1s receive selective 

inputs from αRGCs but not ooDSGCs. d-f, UMAP plots validating the same set of ESC markers 

in the combined tracing datasets of pan-RGCs, αRGCs, and ooDSGCs. d, Enriched Npnt 

expression in ESC1 (NPWF neurons), e, Cdh7 in ESC2, and f, Tac1 in ESC3. The normalized log 

expression of each gene is presented here. g, Design of Npnt-FlpO targeting vector to mark and 

manipulate Nephronectin-positive wide-field neurons (NPWFs) using the endogenous Npnt locus 

on mouse Chr3. h, Npnt-FlpO; Frt-Td-Tomato specifically labels ESC1 as a unique neuronal 

population in the SO but not in SGI. Scale bar: 250 µm. i, Schematic drawing of the binary genetic 

strategy to examine selective connectivity from specific RGC-subclasses (RGC-Cre; AAV-FLEX-

ChR2-YFP, green) to NPWF neurons (Npnt-FlpO; Frt-TdTomato, red), using optogenetics-

mediated electrophysiology. Kcng4-Cre; Npnt-Flp and Cart-Cre; Npnt-Flp crosses were compared. 

j, Average of five trials of evoked EPSCs recorded from one NPWF neuron, driven by ChR2-YFP 

expressed in αRGC (Kcng4-Cre; AAV-DIO-ChR2-YFP). The blue dot indicates the 2-ms blue 

LED stimulation, followed by a monosynaptic evoked current, n=7animals. k, Sample EPSC trace 

recorded from NPWF neurons, driven by ooDSGCs (Cart-Cre; AAV-DIO-ChR2-YFP) , 

n=4animals. l, Average EPSC amplitudes were quantified. Percentages of connectivity were 

compared. Significantly higher ChR2-mediated synaptic currents onto Npnt-positive ESC1 

neurons were detected from αRGCs (black). In contrast, very small currents can be detected in a 

few ooDSGCs (red), which can be further blocked by TTX (1µM) and 4-AP (100µM)(Extended 

Data Fig. 2.13c). **, p<0.001, two-sided Student’s t-test. m, Schematic drawing of Npnt-FlpO-

dependent retrograde tracing from NPWFs to the retina at neuronal type resolution, using two viral 

components (Flp-dependent EGFP-2a-TVA-2a-oG, green; and RdGV-mCherry, red) that infect SC 

neurons in green and red, and retrogradely labeled RGCs in red only. n, Percentage of αRGCs 

(Spp1, black) and ooDSGCs (Satb1, red) RGCs among all mCherry-positive RGCs were 

quantified, n= 6 animals. ***, p<0.005, two-sided Student’s t-test. o, Retina wholemount images 

showing that retrogradely labeled RGCs (mCherry-positive, red) highly overlap with αRGCs 

(SPP1-positive, green), but not ooDSGCs (Satb1-positive, blue). Scale bar: 100 µm. p, Schematic 

drawing for the finding based on Trans-Seq prediction and experimental validations shows a 

selective retinotectal synapse from αRGCs (green), but not ooDSGCs (red) to NPWFs in the SC. 

All data in this figure are presented as mean ± SEM. 
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Figure 2.8- Npnt instructs the selective retinotectal circuit wiring from αRGCs to NPWFs. 
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 a, b, Sample images of αRGC axons (Kcng4-YFP) in the SC, subject to NPWF neuron elimination 

mediated by (Npnt-FlpO; AAV-FDIO-Caspase3-Tev) b and control a. c, Normalized GFP axon 

fluorescence intensity of line scans drawn perpendicular to the SC of control (black line is mean 

intensity curve, gray lines are each example) and after NPWF elimination (red line is mean 

intensity curve, light red lines are each example). The dotted line marks the pial surface. d, e, 

Sample images of ooDSGC axons in the SC, subject to NPWF neuron elimination mediated by 

(Npnt-FlpO; AAV-FDIO-Caspase3-Tev) e and control d. f, Quantification as in c for ooDSGC 

axons. (n >=20 axons per animal, n=4 animals, per genotype). g to l,  Sample images of αRGC 

axons in the SC subject to SC-specific Npnt knockout mediated by AAV-Cre injection, leading to 

axonal sublamination deficits h and control g. i as in c, Quantification shows the ectopic 

sublaminar distribution of αRGC axons in the upper SC, phenocopying NPWF-elimination c. j, k, 

Sample images of ooDSGC axons in the SGS, subject to SC-specific Npnt knockout mediated by 

AAV-Cre injection, k and control j. l, Quantification as in c showing that ooDSGC axons are not 

perturbed subject to Npnt knockout. (n >=20 axons per animal, n=4 animals, per genotype). m to 

r, sgRNA/Cas9 targeting Itga8 was delivered at embryonic (E) day 14.5 through in utero 

intraocular injections. m, n, Sample images of αRGC axons in the SC, subject to retina-specific 

Itga8 knockout mediated by sgRNA-Itga8/Cas9, leading to axonal sublamination deficits n and 

control m. o, Quantification shows the ectopic sublaminar distribution of αRGC axons in the upper 

SGS, phenocopying Npnt mutants h. Sample images of ooDSGC axons in the SC, subject to retina-

specific Itga8 knockout mediated by sgRNA-Itga8/Cas9 q and control p. r, Quantification shows 

that ooDSGC axons are not perturbed subject to Itga8 knockout. (n>=20 axons per animal, n=4 

animals, per genotype). Scale bars: (a-q, 50 µm). s, t, Sample images show selectively enriched 

expression of Itga8 in αRGCs (s, 74.6±8.3%, n=5 animals) but very limited if any expression in 

ooDSGCs (t, 3.4±1.2%, N= 5 animals). Scale bar: 25 µm. u, v AAV-sgNpnt-FDIO-mCherry was 

injected into the right SC hemisphere (Kcng4-Cre; Npnt-FlpO; H11Cas9) mice, followed by 

injections of AAV-DIO-ChR2-YFP to induce ChR2-YFP expression in αRGC cells. Kcng4-Cre; 

Npnt-FlpO; H11Cas9 mice injected with a non-cutter sgRNA-mCherry construct in the SC served 

as controls. mCherry+ NPWFs were targeted for whole-cell patch-clamp recordings. u, Sample 

evoked ESPCs traces showing the loss of specific connectivity subject to Npnt-loss-of-function 

(red), compared to controls (black). Blue dots mark the onsets of blue-light stimulations. v, The 

average ESPC amplitudes and percent connectivity from αRGCs to NPWFs were assessed by 

ChR2 activation in αRGCs. Both amplitudes and percentages connectivity decrease after Npnt-

knockout (red, n=8 animals), compared to controls (black, n=8 animals). *, p<0.05, two-sided 

Student’s t-test. w, Model summarizing how Npnt-Integrin interactions guide RGC axons and 

specify the specific retinotectal synapse. Npnt acts as an anchor for axons from α8 integrin-positive 

αRGCs to laminate within the lower SGS and forms synapses onto NPWFs. ooDSGCs, which do 

not express Itgα8, do not bind Npnt and do not synapse onto NPWFs. Data in this figure are 

presented as mean ± SEM. 
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Extended Data Figure 2.1-  Multiple configurations of mWGA-based tracer were examined 

for anterograde synaptic transfer efficiency in the retinotectal synapses. 
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The numbers of fluorescence-positive neurons in the SGS from different mWGA-RFP 

configurations were counted. The percentages were normalized to the highest number as (100%) 

set by the mWGA-mCherry configuration, which possessed the highest efficiency. The 

anterograde transfer number was quantified by counting the number of RFP-positive neurons in 

acute SC slices on the contralateral side (right SC) without fluorescence amplification through 

immunostaining. We focused on the contralateral (right) SC, as 90% of RGCs project 

contralaterally3. We examined RGC coverage across the retina to ensure there was no retinotopy 

bias in SC analysis. mWGA-fusion protein configurations were compared under consistent 

conditions by delivering AAV2 expressing the fusion proteins into the left eyes (Fig. 2.1a). We 

used standard AAV Serotype-2 followed by 4 weeks post-injection (wpi) sampling, a commonly 

established window to examine RGC axonal projections and carry out the optogenetic 

measurement15. a, Several WGA-fusion proteins were compared side-by-side using an AAV-

mediated in vivo screen for highly efficient anterograde transfer from the retina to the brain. b, 

Comparisons between N-terminal (mCherry-mWGA) and C-terminal fusion (mWGA-mCherry) 

transfer efficiencies were quantified. c, Transfer efficiencies of different RFP C-terminal fusions, 

including mWGA-mCherry, mWGA-Ruby3, mWGA-tdTmt, were quantified, n=7, 5, 6, 5 animals 

for each condition in the following order, mWGA-mCherry, mCherry-mWGA, mWGA-Ruby3 

and mWGA-TdTomato. Statistics for b, two-sided Student's t-test, ****, P<0.0001; c, one-way 

ANOVA test. ****, P<0.0001. e-f, (e) Additional samples showing live red-fluorescent labeling 

of the contralateral SC after acute brain slice preparation 4 weeks post-injection (wpi), indicating 

transsynaptic transfer onto the recipient neurons enriched in stratum griseum superficiale (SGS) 

and stratum opticum (SO), but not in stratum griseum intermedium (SGI). f, Magnified view of 

inset from e showing individual neurons labeled with bright red fluorescent protein from RGC 

anterograde transfer without signal amplification through immunostaining. The ability to detect 

native fluorescence is unique to mWGA-mCherry (mWmC) but absent in other mWGA-RFP 

configurations, such as mWGA-TdTomato shown here (g, h). Scale bars: (e, g, 5 mm; f, h, 50µm). 

i-l, Intrinsic electrophysiological properties of mCherry-positive recipient neurons (red, n=5 

animals) and neighboring mCherry-negative neurons (black, n=7 animals) are similar as showed 

in Fig. 2.1m. i, Action potential amplitudes, j, sustained firing rates, k, resting membrane potentials, 

and l, EPSC frequencies are shown. These intrinsic properties were unperturbed by mWmC-

transfer. N.S. not significant. two-sided Student’s t-test. m-p, Retinal vertical sections to show 

high mWmC coverage across major RGC types, including (m) Spp1 for αRGCs, (n) Cart for 

ooDSGCs, (o) Melanopsin for ipRGCs, and (p) Foxp2 for F-RGCs. Scale bar: 20 µm. INL: inner 

nuclear layer; GCL: ganglion cell layer. The percentages of each RGC subclasses were quantified 

in q, representing a similar fraction of RGC subclasses among all RGCs34, n=5 animals. f-i, 

Intraocular injections of mWmC lead to efficient monosynaptic transfer to connected neurons in 

multiple retino-recipient areas, including SC (t,u) and LGN (r, s). By contrast, the secondary relay 

neurons in V1 (u) or those in the lateral posterior nucleus of the thalamus (LP) (s) do not show 

mWmC transfer. Scale bars: (r, t, 2mm; s, u, 20mm). v, Immunostaining for RFP (mWmC) 

indicates high efficiency of anterograde transfer onto the recipient neurons in stratum griseum 

superficiale (SGS) and stratum opticum (SO). mWmC-positive cells are largely NeuN-positive. 

Dotted-yellow circles indicate mCherry and NeuN double-positive neurons from RGC anterograde 

transsynaptic transfer. w, mWmC-positive cells are largely GFAP-negative, which were quantified 

in x. n=5 animals for each condition. ****, p<0.0001, two-sided Student’s t-test. Scale bars: (v, w, 

50µm). All data in this figure are presented as mean ± SEM. 
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Extended Data Figure 2.2- Comparison of different versions of WGA tracer for their 

anterograde and retrograde transfer capacities in the retinotectal synapses. 

a-d, a, a schematic drawing of the injection within the retinal circuit. b, Retinal wholemount view 

to show mWmC coverage from RGC starter neurons (Kcng4-Cre for αRGC subclass neurons) in 

the ganglion cell layer (GCL, b), with limited retrograde transfer to the inner plexiform layer (INL, 

c). Scale bar: 50µm, with the retrograde transfer ratios quantified in (d). n=9 biologically 

independent samples. e-g, Orthogonal view (e) of RGC labeling with mWmC (red) without any 

retrograde transfer onto SACs (green, Chat). Intraocular injections of mWmC into Chat-Cre  led  

to  labeling  of  SACs (red) for  anterograde and monosynaptic tracing onto ooDSGCs (Cart-

positive, green; mWmC, red double-positive) in (f). Scale bar: 50μm (e, f). Additionally, Chat-

mWmC labeling does not lead transfer mWmC to SPP1-positive neurons (αRGCs, g), indicating 

the specificity of anterograde transsynaptic transfer as opposed to trans-cellular transfer within a 

local area. Scale bar: 50μm(g) 0% Spp1-positive, n=4 animals. h, Injections of WGA-protein 

conjugated dye, AAV-expressing ctt-WGA cDNA, and AAV-expressing mWmC into SC lead to 

efficient anterograde transfer to LP. However, they displayed different levels of retrograde labeling, 

including bright axonal uptake and faint retrograde transfer. mWmC (j) displayed with very 

limited retrograde spread onto the retina. This is a significant improvement in limiting retrograde 

transfer compared to WGA-Alexa555 dye (i) or AAV-expressing ctt-WGA (k). n=4 animals in 

each condition. Scale bars: (i, j, k, 50 µm). l, Retrograde transfer ratios were normalized across 

three configurations of the WGA, using the highest numbers from WGA-555 as 100%. n=5 

biologically independent samples. ****, p<0.0001, two-sided Student’s t-test. m, Average 

numbers of retinal ganglion cells per retina were quantified and compared across the three 

conditions. n=5 biologically independent samples. ****, p<0.0001, two-sided Student’s t-test. n. 

Additionally, restricting the starter neurons genetically in SC vGlut2-Cre cells further eliminated 

the axonal retrograde uptake (compared to global mWmC expression). n=5 biologically 

independent samples. ****, p<0.0001, two-sided Student’s t-test. o, Retrograde transfer ratios 

were normalized across two conditions, using the highest numbers from straight mWmC 

expression as 100%. n=5 biologically independent samples. ****, p<0.0001, two-sided Student’s 

t-test. p, GPe, another downstream target of the striatum injection (Fig. 2.3m, n) was traced here; 

q, Magnified view of M1 in Fig. 2.3n from the striatum retrograde tracing showed no retrograde 

spread from the Striatum. Scale bar p-q, 100µm. All data in this figure are presented as mean ± 

SEM.  
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Extended Data Figure 2.3- The Trans-Seq platform's workflow ensures quality control and 

generates a bioinformatic prediction for neuronal clustering.  

To improve adult cell isolation and survival throughout the Trans-Seq protocol, we adopted well-

controlled physiological conditions to preserve adult neurons86 and optimized slice preparation 

and dissociation conditions. a, Freshly prepared brain slice for contralateral SC dissociations at 4 

weeks post-injection (wpi). Bright red fluorescence without immunostaining indicates a high-

efficiency anterograde transsynaptic transfer from the retina onto contralateral SC recipient 

neurons. Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) enriched mCherry-positive neurons and 

excluded dead cells, debris, and doublets. b-h, FACS gating parameters to isolate mWmC+ neurons 

from freshly prepared SC slices reflecting the bimodal distribution of the mCherry signals enriched 

by mWmC tracer. b, First, cell debris were excluded using forward scatter area (FSC-A) vs. side 

scatter area (SSC-A) profiles. Second, cell doublets were excluded using double gating composed 
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from c forward scatter height (FSC-W) vs. forward scatter area (FSC-A) and d side scatter height 

(SSC-W) vs. side scatter area (SSC-A) profiles. e, Third, gating for DAPI-negative live cells was 

subsequently performed, followed by f the last gating for mCherry-positive cells. g, Sample 

gatings for both DAPI and mCherry were performed by establishing gating parameters on 

unstained control SC suspensions and backgating isolated cells. n=4 animals each preparation.  h, 

mCherry-gating results from mWmC-positive samples, summarizing the fraction of cells passing 

each of the FACS parameters listed above b-g. 25000-50000 mWmC-positive cells were collected 

each preparation. Using the scRNA-Seq data of the connected neurons from Pan-RGC tracing, we 

obtained eight neuronal clusters, including three excitatory SC clusters (ESC1-3) and five 

inhibitory SC clusters (ISC1-5). i, UMAP plot showing the alignment of all three replicates of Pan-

RGC Tran-Seq experiments, showing the even distribution of all neuronal clusters across 

experimental procedures. j, Contribution of each preparation from i to individual neuronal clusters 

to show the batch effects across three experiments. These results included all three ESCs and five 

ISCs, indicating no neuronal clusters were biased across the triplicates. (Red, 1st; Green, 2nd; Blue, 

3rd preparation). k-m, QC plots of the sorted mCherry-positive neurons for each neuronal cluster, 

including ESCs and ISCs, examining the number of genes expressed k, counts of transcripts l, and 

the mitochondria counts m.  
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Extended Data Figure 2.4- Data analysis of the Pan-RGC Trans-Seq data.  

a-d, UMAP plots of Pan-RGC Trans-Seq data show major neuronal markers, including (a) Snap25 

and (b) Syt1 as pan-neuronal markers, (c) Slc17a6 (vGluT2) for excitatory neurons including three 

ESCs, and (d) Gad2 for inhibitory neurons including five ISCs. These markers defined neuronal 

populations and separated the clusters among three ESCs (Slc17a6-positive, c) and five ISCs 

(Gad2-positive, d). e-g, We queried previously identified marker genes expressed in SC neuronal 

subsets (f)41,87. Additionally, several cell-cell adhesion molecules, such as Type II Cdhs (g) and 

neuropeptides and their putative receptors (e), appeared as good molecular markers for neuronal 

subsets in the mammalian nervous system88,89. Notably, when we queried the gene expression of 

Ntsr1 in the Trans-Seq dataset, we found no Ntsr1 expression in any SC neuron cluster (e). Dot-

plots as bioinformatics predictions of (e) Neuropeptides and receptors, and (g) Cdhs for SC subset 

expression.   
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Extended Data Figure 2.5- Additional histology data to validate Trans-Seq data in the SC.  
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a-c, Validation of Trans-Seq marker gene expression from ESC1 using RNA-Scope in situ 

hybridization. Npnt (red) is not found in inhibitory neurons marked by Gad2-GFP (a). b, Higher 

magnification of the boxed area in a. Scale bars: (a, 250µm; b, 50µm), quantified in (c). n=4 

animals, per genotype. Data in this figure are presented as mean ± SEM. d-f, 

Immunohistochemistry using Npnt antibody onto SC excitatory-marking lines. d, Npnt antibody 

(red) co-localizes with Ntsr1-GN209-YFP (green) for wide-field excitatory neurons. e, f, By 

contrast, the Npnt antibody (red) does not co-localize with the Grp-KH288-YFP line (green) for 

narrow-field neurons (e) or the Rorb-YFP line (green) for stellate cells (f). Scale bars: (d-f, 

250µm). g-h, Validation of Trans-Seq marker gene expression from ESC2 using RNA-Scope in 

situ hybridization. (g) Cdh7 (red)/Slc17a6 (blue) double in situs do not label neurons in the Grp-

KH288-YFP transgenic line for narrow-field excitatory neurons at higher magnification (h), n= 4 

animals. i-j, Validation of Trans-Seq marker gene expression from ESC3 using RNA-Scope in 

situ hybridization. (i) Tac1 (red)/Slc17a6 (blue) double in situs do not label neurons in the Rorb-

YFP knock-in line primarily for stellate excitatory neurons,  at higher magnification (j), n=4 

animals. Red dotted circles in (b, h, j) indicate the absence of in situ signals with GFP staining. 

Scale bars (h-j, 50µm). h, Validation of Trans-Seq top marker gene expression from ESC1 using 

RNA-Scope for in situ hybridization shows that Cbln2 RNA probes (red) are enriched in the 

Ntsr1-GN209-YFP transgenic line labeling wide-field excitatory neurons (green). Scale bar: 200 

µm. n=3 animals. i, Neuronal distribution of Ntsr1-GN209-YFP transgenic line, including wide-

field neurons present in SO and a significant fraction of neurons in the SGI and other deep SC 

layers. The wide distribution of YFP-positive neurons beyond SO indicates that Ntsr1-GN209-

YFP cannot be used to manipulate SO neurons within the SC selectively. Red and blue dotted 

lines mark the borders of the three zones (SGS, SO, and SGI) within the superficial SC. j, Only 

wide-field neurons in the SO are Npnt-positive (between red and blue dotted lines), but not the 

rest of Ntsr1-YFP positive neurons in the SC's SGI and deep layers. These data further suggest 

that Npnt is a faithful molecular marker for these neurons within SO. n=3 animals. Scale bars: (i, 

2mm; j, 500µm).  
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Extended Data Figure 2.6- Alignment of ESC1-3 clusters from Trans-Seq to a public 

database of whole-brain excitatory neuron scRNA-seq data.   

a, A summary of the three excitatory neuron clusters (ESCs) characterized in Trans-Seq. ESC1-3 

were first correlated to a published bioinformatics database for all excitatory neuronal clusters 

throughout the brain43, indicating that ESC1-3 are characterized as retinorecipient neurons 

among six excitatory neuron clusters (MEGLU1-6) annotated from the dorsal midbrain. These 

six clusters were classified as putative SC excitatory clusters among all 11 collicular clusters. 

ESC1-3 were compared to an immunohistochemical study41 that identified laminar markers but 

did not link to cell types. ESC1-3 were matched to cell types defined by morphology and 

physiology12. b-e, Violin plots of candidate marker genes (b, Slc17a6, pan-excitatory neurons), 

(c, Npnt, ESC1), (d, Tac1, ESC3), and (e, Cdh7, ESC2) among MEGLU1-6. f, 

Immunohistochemistry of Pou4f2 (green, antibodies) showed no overlap with ESC1 neurons 

(Npnt-TdTomato, red). Pou4f2 was revealed as an excitatory neuron subset marker for MEGLU3 

from a public scRNA-Seq database. A defined Pou4f2-positive population of neurons resides in 

the SGI. g, Pou4f2-positive SGI neurons did not uptake mWmC following 4wpi of mWmC 

infection of the RGCs, corroborating the findings from Trans-Seq in defining specific clusters of 

retino-recipient neurons. Scale bar: 100 µm. h. Quantifications of cell number for Pou4f2-

positive and mWmC-positive neuron (red), versus all Pou4f2-positive neurons (black), n=3 

animals, ****, p<0.0001, two-sided Student's t-test. Data in this figure are presented as mean ± 

SEM. i. A UMAP Plot shows the absence of the MEGLU3 marker (Pou4f2) within Trans-Seq 

data (Fig. 2.5). 
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Extended Data Figure 2.7- Cre-dependent mWmC for RGC type-specific circuit mapping.  

a, Genetic design of AAV vector for Cre-dependent mWmC (AAV2-CAG-DIO-mWmC-WPRE) 

expression to achieve neuronal subtype-specific anterograde transsynaptic tracing. b-e, mWmC 

infection can achieve efficient and restricted expression in RGC starter neuron subclasses: 

Kcng4-Cre is a driver for αRGC subtypes (Spp1-positive, b); and Cart-Cre is a driver for all 

ooDSGC subtypes (Cart-positive, d). Notably, these Cre-dependent mWmC expressions are 

restricted to the starter neurons without retrograde spread into the inner retina (i.e., no bipolar 

cells and amacrine cells uptake mWmC), scale bars: 20µm. The specificities of the Cre-drivers 

were quantified in c (Kcng4-Cre) and e (Cart-Cre), respectively. n=5 animals, for each of the Cre 

line. Data in this figure are presented as mean ± SEM. f, mWmC demonstrated a bimodal 

distribution of red fluorescence in recipient neurons. Thresholding for the high fluorescence 

intensity population allowed neurons across tissue slices to be classified as transferred or un-

transferred. g-i, RGC-subclass specific mWmC anterograde transfer properties can be quantified 

in the postsynaptic neurons. Anterograde transsynaptic tracing from different starter retinal 

ganglion cell (RGC) types was compared (g, αRGCs; h, ooDSGCs as Fig. 2.6) and quantified 

using this workflow. This quantification (i) demonstrated the differential distribution of SC 

neurons receiving mWmC transfer from RGC starter cells, supporting the electrophysiology and 

genetic data from Fig. 2.5. n=5 animals, per genotype Scale bar: 100µm. (Black line is mean 

intensity curve, gray lines are each example. Red line is mean intensity curve, light red lines are 

each example). 
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Extended Data Figure 2.8- Characterizations of Nephronectin-positive-wide-field neurons 

(NPWFs) and their differential inputs from αRGCs versus ooDSGCs.  

a, Sample DIC and fluorescent microscope images showing the targeted postsynaptic Npnt-FlpO-

TdTomato neurons for connectivity tests. At least 30 times each experiment was repeated 

independently with similar results. Scale bar: 20 µm. b, The majority of the labeled Npnt-FlpO-

TdTomato neurons are positive for Npnt antibody immunostaining (96.5±2.5% double-positive 

neurons among all TdTomato-positive neurons in b, n= 3 animals). The dotted line marks the pial 

surface. c, Npnt-FlpO-TdTomatao neurons have their somata positioning right above the top 

boundary of the SGI (dotted lines) marked by the vAChT. Scale bars: (b and c, 100 µm). d-g, 

Current-clamp recordings of NPWFs in response to (d) step-stimulation, 50pA per step for 

1second, 10 steps per sweep, and (e) ramp-stimulation, 2.5pA/s for 20 seconds per trail, 3 trails 

per sweep. f, Voltage-clamp recordings of spontaneous EPSCs. g, A sample spontaneous ESPC 

trace from f. h, Single-cell morphologies of NPWFs (ESC1) were reconstructed after physiological 

recording and intracellular dye filling showing the dendritic complexity. Scale bar: 100 µm. i, j, 

SC-specific Npnt expression using immunohistochemistry (i) was absent in the SC-specific 

conditional knockout (j). Scale bar: 200µm. k-m, Sample immunohistochemistry images showing 

differential mWmC transfer from distinct RGC starter neurons onto retinorecipient neurons in the 

SC (mWmC, mCherry signal in red). k, Percentages of Npnt-positive wide-field neurons (NPWFs, 

ESC1) within connected neurons of the αRGCs and ooDSGCs. Data in this figure are presented as 

mean ± SEM. NPWFs were enriched in αRGC tracing datasets (77.0±8.2% double-positive 

neurons among all Npnt-positive cells in l, n=5 animals) but largely absent in ooDSGC tracing 

datasets (4.5±2.1% double-positive cells among all Npnt-positive neurons in m, n=5 animals). 

****, p<0.0001, two-sided Student’s t-test. l, αRGC ouputomes labeled with Kcng4:mWmC. 

ESC1 neurons were immunostained for Npnt. m, ooDSGC tracing datasets in SC labeled with 

Cart:mWmC. ESC1 neurons stained with Npnt. Bottom panels are magnified view of inset from l 

and m labeled by solid square line. 
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Extended Data Figure 2.9- Physiological and histological characterization of the selective 

RGC synapses onto NPWF neurons (ESC1).  

a, Sample EPSCs from NPWF neurons driven by αRGCs with bath-applied TTX+4-AP (blue trace) 

and after bath perfusion of CNQX+APV (red trace). Blue dots indicate 2ms of the blue LED light. 

b, Quantification of the average amplitudes before and after adding pharmacological blockers in 

αRGC-NPWF connected pairs. Current amplitudes before adding any drugs are shown in black 

dots and bars; blue dots and bars show current amplitude after adding TTX+4-AP; red dots and 

bars show current amplitude after adding CNQX+APV. n=8 animals, N.S., no significance, *, 

p<0.05, two-sided Student’s t-test. The dots are amplitudes of individual cells, and the bar is the 

average of all cells. c, Among all the ooDSGCs and NPWF, connected pairs, only four cells 

showed a very small evoked current (black dots and bars). These small currents were blocked by 

bath-applied TTX and 4-AP (blue dots and bars), suggesting that the evoked currents are not 

monosynaptic inputs from ooDSGCs. The dots are amplitudes of individual cells, and the bar is 

the average of the three cells. n=4 cells, *, p<0.05, two-sided Student’s t-test. d, Sample images of 

NPWFs in the SC showing high efficiency of Flp-dependent EGFP-2a-TVA-2a-oG (green) and 

RdGV: Rabies-Cherry (red) overlap. Scale bar: 100 µm. e–j, Vertical sections of contralateral 

retinas following rabies tracing indicating αRGC subtypes (e and h) OFF-transient αRGCs, (f and 

i) OFF-sustained αRGCs, and (g and j) On-sustained αRGCs, were retrogradely labeled. Scale bar: 

50µm. (e–g),vAChT staining (green) shows RGC dendritic sublaminations within the retina; (h–

j), SPP1 staining (green) to confirm cell identities as αRGCs. k, Quantifications of different RGC 

subclasses among mCherry+ neurons including αRGCs, ooDSGCs, and other RGC types. l, 

Magnified view of Fig. 2.6o to show retrogradely labeled RGCs (red) highly overlap with αRGCs 

(SPP1-positive, green) in filled arrowheads, but not ooDSGCs (Satb1-positive, blue) in open 

arrowheads, as quantified in Fig. 2.6n. n=6 animals, ***, p<0.005, two-sided Student’s t-test. Scale 

bar: 100 µm. m, n, Sample images with axons of m, αRGCs, and n, ooDSGCs labeled by YFP 

(green) in relative position to the dendrites of NPWF neurons (Npnt-RFPs). n=4 animals each 

genotype, Scale bar: 100µm. All data in this figure are presented as mean ± SEM. 
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Extended Data Figure 2.10- Validation of genetic and molecular reagents for Npnt mutant 

analysis. 

a, The AAV vector design for FlpO-dependent Caspase3-TEV expression, modified from 

(Addgene #45580)47. b, c, Confirmation of successfully eliminating ESC1s using AAV-fDIO-

Caspase3 in Npnt-FlpO by comparing control b and Cas3-TEV injections c. The dotted line 

marks the pial surface. Scale bar: 100µm. d, Quantifications of Cas3-deletion of NPWFs 

efficiencies, compared to control side. N=5 animals. e, Quantifications of the superficial SC 

thickness subject to NPWF eliminations. n=5 animals, per genotype, N.S., no significance, two-

sided Student’s t-test. f, The AAV vector design for Cre overexpression. g-h, Confirmation of 

SC-specific knockout of Npnt using Npnt f/f conditional mutants by comparing controls (g) and 

mutants (h), n=3 animals. Scale bar: 100µm. No obvious cell-autonomous migration or 

morphological changes of labeled wide-field neurons were observed after Npnt knockout. i. 

Sample images showing comprehensive Cre coverage across different sublaminae of SC subject 

to neonatal AAV injections. Anti-Cre staining was displayed here in the green channel. j, 

Quantifications of AAV-Cre mediated Npnt knockout efficiency, compared to the control side. 

n=5 animals. k, The lentiviral vector design for Itga8 knockout based on CRISPR-V2-system to 

simultaneously express sgRNA/Cas9-2a-Cherry (Addgene Plasmid #99154). l, m, Confirmation 

of the lentivirus-mediated Itga8 knockout in the retina (m) compared with control (l). Scale bar: 

50µm. n, Quantifications of sgRNA-mediated retinal Itga8 knockdown efficacies, compared to 

control side. n=6 animals, Several sgRNAs were evaluated, and an efficient sgRNA targeting the 

fourth exon of Npnt was selected (See Methods). Cas9/sgRNA-mediated Npnt deletion was 

validated by immunostaining with Npnt antibody. We performed neonatal injections of AAV-

encoding for sgRNA targeting Npnt or control sgRNA-non-cutter and Flp-dependent RFP 

expression (AAV-sgNpnt-FDIO-mCherry; or AAV-sg-Noncutter-FDIO-mCherry;) into Kcng4-

YFP; Npnt-FlpO; H11Cas9 mice. o, The AAV vector is carrying sgRNAs and Frt-dependent 

mCherry. This vector can simultaneously knock down endogenous Npnt while labeling the 

NPWF neurons using Npnt-FlpO dependent RFP reporter. The Cas9 was genetically harbored in 

the H11-Cas9 line via a genetic cross to Npnt-FlpO. p, q, Npnt in the SC was knocked down (q) 

compared to sg-Non-cutter control (p). Scale bar: 100µm. The percentages of Npnt knockdown 

were quantified in (r), n=4 animals, per genotype, ****. p<0.0001, two-sided Student’s T-test. 

All data in this figure are presented as mean ± SEM. 
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